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Old ways
Neil Young brings his act to
Central Illinois.

Knee injury ends center
Jeff Mironcow' s career.

Section B
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More of the same
Allied commanders vow
to stick with air bombings
By the Associated Press

-

.

Four journalists
missing, may
be with forces

Iraq's elusive air force showed
signs of life Thursday and sent two
warplanes along the Saudi coast
carrying the feared Exocet anti-ship
,..
:-.
missiles. Both fighters were
NEW YO~K (A.P} 7 Four
promptly shot down.
CBS. jou-i:11aH,srs.C:ove:rJng1 the
Iraq mocked the allies for fail~If· ~ar,,\\'.~r€?.J~ed
ing to launch a ground offensive, · r~rsian
mis~ing l'hlit,Sdayc·ajref a·saudi.
but allied commanders said they
would stick to their game plan
and intensify the around-the-clock
Ar .. the·
.
air strikes on Iraq and occupied ·Zt.'f-'Kuwait.
Waves of warplanes took off
from a major air base here early
Friday.
The U.S. Navy scored a victory
f,Qii.
in the northern Persian Gulf, takBoliSimon,:;
·
ing 51 Iraqis prisoner on a tiny
ii~·~·
·
t
't%fu·
it~
Kuwaiti island and sinking an
. .
.·ayj1m<>ming, ~~n
Iraqi minesweeper, American
d1ef¢
.
.
.
>
·. ttte .CBS"'bureau
officials reported. They said a
in
Oh'-~,;
-i Atat>ia~. be
second minesweeper exploded
Jaiil.
-s·· rollfid
and sank, apparently after hitting
the'Kuwait.'bOiaentown
a mine while trying to escape.
R.~ . ,,
•' ....... of Ai
Three Iraqis were killed on
· Ooodman 1said the foilr men,
Qaruh Island Thursday in the latamong more than 700 print and
est action by the U.S. Navy along
broadcast journalists now in
the Kuwaiti coast, where Iraqis
Saudi Arabia covering the war,
have been sowing mines and
hadn't been part of a military
installing anti-aircraft weapons on
press pool and were working by
oil platforms.
themselves on a story.
The United States and Britain
Simon, who has long experieach lost a warplane during the
ence
covering the Middle East,
night Wednesday. The American
also
covered
the Vietnam War
pilot was saved in a dramatic resand the fighting in Lebanon.
cue after his jet was disabled by
Goodman identified the other
ground fire and he ejected over
CBS journalists as promissing
the gulf.
ducer
Peter
Bluff; cameraman
The two crewmen of the British
Roberto Alvarez, and soundman
Tornado GR- I fighter-bomber are
Juan Caldera.
missing, British sources in Riyadh
Simon, who joined CBS
said.
News
in 1967, had been in Tel
The losses occurred as allied
forces took advantage of clearing . Aviv since 1987. Since Iraqi
forces seized Kuwait on Aug. 2,
skies to step up their relentless air
he has reported from Saudi
assault on Iraq and Kuwait.
Arabia
and Jordan, as well as
Many of the attacks concentratfrom Israel.
ed on Iraq's elite Republican
He won an Overseas Press
Guards, an Army spokesman said.
Club
award for his coverage of
The Republican Guards, the
the
Vietnam
War.
backbone of the Iraqi armed
forces, are a self-contained military force with infantry, air said the U.S.-led coalition wants
defense, tanks, artillery, intelli- to pick up the pace, perhaps flygence, special operations forces ing 3,000 missions a day if the
and medical and logistics support. skies remain clear.
In addition, Pentagon sources
"We are hitting them with all
assets available to us," U.S. said Thursday that U.S. subArmy Lt. Col. Greg Pepin said. marines, operating from the
He estimated that more than depths of the Mediterranean and
150,000 of the guards are "well Red seas, are continuing to fire
dug in" in Kuwait and southern Tomahawk cruise missiles at targets inside Iraq.
Iraq.
Two Iraqis were reported killed
The sorties are inflicting heavy
damage on the guards, U.S. pilots Tuesday night in a clash between
and military commanders said an Iraqi patrol and members of
Thursday, but neither provided the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment in a forward area of the
casualty figures.
The allied tactics call for ''soft- Army's 18th Airborne Corps in
ening up·• the Iraqi forces from northern Saudi Arabia.
Maj. Steven Campbell said the
the air before trying to eject them
Iraqis may have been trying to
from Kuwait by ground.
The number of allied sorties surrender. Six Iraqi soldiers were
passed 15,000 on Thursday, Pepin captured after the fight. Two
said. Allied sources in Dhahran Americans were injured.
..·

ifor Bob Murray plays the trumpet as freshmen music majors Bridgette Baue and Valery
out" and listen Thursday morning in the music lounge of the Fine Arts building.

ted water bill to be settled
iversity officials
:y to settle a water
en past due for
years.
ity officials didn't
I until this past
t's when they disexistence of a city
t hadn't been read
during which time
!aim that 56-million
water had passed
The bill comes to
yne Lanman alleges
put in without city
Harshman Plumbing
ay 1989 project to
ater pressure to
venson and Douglas
hman, the compadenied any wrongdocity employees were
when the "tap" was
meter installed.
President Stan Rives
·ry employees in midand presented city offidocuments that sup-

ported Harshman's claim, Rives
said.
. "We presented all the information to the city that showed that
the city had been notified," Rives
said following that meeting.
Rives also said since the university estimates its water usage,
which generally ranges between
$45,000 and $60,000 per month,
Eastern officials had no way of
finding the discrepancy.
Vic Robeson, Eastern 's director
of the Physical Plant, agreed with
Rives and said he knew the meter
was on campus but didn't know
the Physical Plant wasn't being
billed for it.
However, information obtained
through the Freedom of
Information Act shows that itemized bills, which Robeson
approves payments for, listed only
20 of Eastern's 21 campus water
meters.
City water bills are sent with a
university form for payment
approval to Robeson, who signs
the form below the statement
reading "I certify ... the amount
shown on this voucher is correct
and approved for payment."
Robeson said he did not notice

the Douglas Hall meter reading
was excluded from the itemized
list for those 14 months.
"The assumption is that what
the water department is doing is
correct," Robeson said. "I don't
do an item-by-item check."
City officials became suspicious of a missing meter when
Deputy City Clerk Katie Pollock
noticed water bills for the 14month period were unusually low.
University officials attributed it to
water-saving measures the university took prior to 1989.
City employees then checked
and calibrated all the meters on
campus and replaced one meter at
the cost of $6,000 before finding
the Douglas Hall meter.
Following the discovery of the
meter, Lanman sent a letter to
inform Rives of the $292,288 bill.
In the letter Lanman wrote that if
the university payed the full
amount in 90 days no interest
would be charged.
City and university officials
had been meeting behind closed
doors since November to settle
the account.
Lanman could not be reached
for comment.

ollment figures show slight dip
al enrollment figures
t 78 fewer students are

g Eastern in the 199 l
ester than a year ago.
9,759 students currently
this spring. l.708 are
. J,986 are sophomores.
re juniors. 2,560 are
d 993 are graduate stulosses are basically in the
n and sophomore classes
retention in the juniors
·ors:· Eastern Admissions
Dale Wolf said. "It looks

fairly similar to how it looked in
the fall semester."
The official I 0-day 1990 fall
semester enrollment figure was
126 students Jess than the 1989
total.
"The enrollment numbers correspond pretty accurately with the
way the population has gone the
last couple of years," Wolf added.
In 1990, Eastern administrators
blamed a demographic shift that
resulted in far fewer graduating
high school seniors statewide and
higher admission standards at
Eastern, such as the $25 nonrefundable admission fee for the
slowed flow of applications from

potential freshmen.
Glenn Williams. Eastern's vice
president for student affairs,
added that while the number of
lower division undergraduates has
declined, the total number of
transfer students is 18 more than
last spring to somewhat make up
the difference.
"One can see that we are top
heavy in juniors and seniors and
that the returning students in the
undergraduate level have dropped
off to be matched by an increase
at the graduate level," Williams
said.
Eastern President Stan Rives
• Cominued on page .?A
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RHA to compete
for state awards
By CHARLENE BURRIS
Staff writer

The Residence Hall Association
continued preparation at Thursday' s meeting for the Illinois
Residence Hall Association
(IRHA) leadership conference at
the University of Illinois.
Eastern's RHA will be vying for
both Advi sor of the Year and
School of the Year awards at the
three-day conference beginning on
Feb. 8. Jody Stone, RHA's National
Communication Coordinator, is
"really excited about about the bids
because we (Eastern) haven't bidded in an IRHA conference since
1988."
Stone hopes that Eastern delegates will "learn more leadership
skills and bring back ideas on how
to make Eastern 's housing program
better."
Also, RHA is getting involved in
the new Gus Bus program. RHA
delegates will attend meetings to
give their input on how the bus can
be improved for residence hall students. Plans for a possible re-routing are also being considered.

Plans for a new organization
dealing with cultural diversity are
under way, said RHA member
Ryan Devlin. Goals and objectives
have been set by the group members.
In other RHA business:
• Fifty RHA members will attend
a retreat Feb. 15 at Turkey Run
State Park. RHA Vice-President
Ryan Zufall said the retreat is
designed "to unite the members of
RHA so we can work together as a
group."
• A university professor will
speak on the Persian Gulf War at 7
p.m. Jan. 28 in Taylor Hall. Taylor
Hall also donated $73 to United
Way which was raised last semester
in a coin war between Taylor Hall
floors.
• RHA Treasurer Gregg Smith
said that RHA has renewed its
membership as a donator to the
Booster Club of Camp New Hope
in Mattoon. In past years RHA has
held retreats at New Hope. Camp
New Hope relies on donations to
enable it to keep its doors open to
the mentally and physically di sabled.

All
Cuts
$10.50

FROM
PAGE ONE
Enrollment
• From page 1A

said although Eastern continues
to be a bit more of a university
filled in the upper classes, "We
are comfortable that Eastern is
still an institution of choice for
Illinois students."
The 10-day enrollment study
also showed that women represent 55.5 percent of the student
body, while 44.5 percent are
men . And full-time student s
make up 88. 5 percent of the
9 ,759 stude n t s , while the
remaining 11 .5 percent are parttime.

.STAY Tl!NJ,_,' JJ •••

For The Daily
Eastern News'
Gulf War report
from Washington.

Corning Monday

Wouldn't it be great
if Eastern could hav
a great beer?
It's at

lll"S

Keystone Light
Cans 75cf,
6 for $4

Wouldn't it be grea
if 111··s could have
a great band?
They do!

GOOD QUESTI
Saturday Night
$1 Cover -

COACH EDDY

Panther Sport Sho

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5

MANAGEM ENT GROUP

14 14 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE
ONE BLOCK NO RTH OF OLD M

1509 S. Second St.

Friday-Satur

*FALL LEASING NOW*
• Delux e .3-Bedroom Apts.
• Great Location
• spacio'iis.iloor 'PJan ·' ·' ·

(Next to Jewel)

61 OW. Lincoln
Redken • Nexxus
Paul Mitchell

... · ·"

!

· • ' "'

Royal He,ights :Apartments
348-53 12

or

1-356-8888

DOORS WILL OPEN AT

Sports Pub

Swimsuits
Now

3:59P.M.

1412 Broadway
Mattoon, IL

"State of the Heart"

* FREE FOOD BUFFET *

Saturday

$2.50 PITCllERS
$1 COORS LT.
OPEIY AT 3:59P.M.

Free Pool 7a.m .-noon
Sunday

Open 12 noon- la.m.
Kitchen Open 5-10 p.m.
also
Superbowl Party
Sunday noon
Al Anheuser Busch Cans
$ 1.00

Preprinted T-Shirts

Every Friday we open
at 3:59p.m. with Free Food,
Pool Tables & Good Music.
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ASSO CIATION OF COLLEGE UNI

INTERNATIONAL (ACU-1)

QUALIFYING TOURNAME
(MUST HAVE AT LEAST A 2.0 GPA TO PARTICIPATE IN EITHER BOWLING

BOWLING
MEN TEAMS
BOWL 4 GAMES - THUR. NIGHT - JAN. 24 7:00 PM
BOWL 4 GAMES - FRI. NIGHT - JAN. 25 4:00 PM
(Must be present both nights)
COST: $6 FOR EIGHT GAMES

BILLIARDS
8-BALL DOUBLE ELIMINATION BY ACU-1 RULES,
2 PLAYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
QUALIFYING TOURNAMENT - SAT. JAN 2610 AM
COST: $2.00 PLUS 1/2 POOL TIME FOR EACH MATCH
TO SIGN UP OR FOR MORE INFORMATION
STOP BY THE BOWLING LANES OR CALL 581·3616
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ourt buildings dedicated Pan-Hellenic meeting
HAM

yields no solutions

•

By EVETTE PEARSON
Activities editor

·

The eight presidents of the
National Pan-Hellenic Council,
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union officials and the assistant
director of student activities met for
90 minutes Thursday to discuss
guidelines for Union facilities, but
reached no definite end.
"Details will be discussed in an
all-greek meeting that will try to
unify the NPHC system," said Juris
Qualls, the National Pan-Hellenic
president.
Thursday's discussion, during
which stricter Union guidelines
were outlined, was a result of a Jan.
11 brawl inside and outside the
Union between certain members of
the National Pan-Hellenic Council
and some party-goers.
Police reported about I 00 to 150
people were in and around the area,
although not everyone participated

sat University
"Officially dedicathonor of former

Administration
stern President
Williams, the
or student affairs;
~ty, staff and stu-

in Luther King
Union, Eastern
Rives introduced
cial guests and
iography that can
on the plaques in
' respective resifollows:

in the fighting.
Still, as a result, anyone desiring
to use the University Ballroom for
social activities must pay $60 for a
uniformed security guard to oversee
the event, must end all events at I
a.m. and have the facilities cleared
out by I :30 a.m.
"These stipulations will give all
of us something to think about
because the party has a direct effect
on the future," said Kendra
Peterson, president of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority.
Cecilia Brinker, assistant director
of Student Activities, refused to
comment on the penalties for the
facilities or the possibility that suspensions could be levied at members on the council.
The National Pan-Hellenic
Council,Brinker and the Union officials will meet next week to discuss
matters further. The meeting will be
held at 3 p.rn. Saturday in the AfroArnerican Cultural Center.

Council gains student seat

entry age was the talk of the town,
the resolution approving a student
representative was not passed
Student Senate member Jim with any specific issue in mind,
Riemer believes he could be the Dunn said.
KEN TREVARTHAN/Staff photographer
is now named for
piece that fits the communication
"The entry age was an issue at
. Cooper served as Theresa Ohman of WEIU-TV interviews James Saunders, asst. propartment of busi- fessor emeritus of journalism, at the dedication of Saunders Hall - puzzle of Eastern and Char-les- the time, and the response from
ton's City Council.
the students was good," said
and administrative Thursday afternoon.
"I hope to be a direct link be- Dunn, referring to the open
ent from 1962 to Lucinda Gabbard both retired and is distributed to the entire
tween the student body and the forums held both on and off camfrom Eastern in 1984.
campus.
city council," said Riemer, who pus. "I hope this will continue
• Saunders Hall was named for
Glendon and Lucinda Gabbard
was appointed at Wednesday's with the representative."
James Saunders, who retired in were equally ecstatic to come
senate meeting to represent stuBut it won't be just campus
Hall is now known 1986. Saunders was dedicated to back to Eastern.
dent views as a non-voting mem- issues that Riemer plans to ad, named for the late improving the educational opporGlendon (also known as
dress. During his term, which
who died in 1988 . . tunities .offeFed• to -minot~ty Stlf.;,. Gabby) said he had just left his . ber of the city council.
A resolution welcoming a stu- lasts until the fall semester not
in 1973 after teach- dents. The,. qa)),, ).y~S 9nce call~~ hl)me in N~w...yoi:k .Cit¥, and,
'
wtien he returned, his wife, (and •-derlt perspe-ctive t~ i:he council including the summer, Riemer
ustrial arts depart- Eton Hall.
was adopted by the commission- said he hopes to discuss concerns
ears.
In most cases, several members fellow honoree) Lucy, said Rives
ers last fall, but the spot remained including leaf burning and downiffin was the first of the honorees' families also had just called and asked if the
vacant until the senate appointed town parking.
stern 's College of attended the ceremonies, as university could name a building
a
representative. Rie-mer will be
"I think we need to have a
it was established thrilled at the honor as the former after them. Gabby said he leisurethe first student to fill such a posi- sound environmental stand in the
1y said "great" and walked into
"ffin Hall is now the faculty.
tion since the senate appointed a city," Riemer said.
In fact, Saunders said immedi- the next room.
used to be Melrose
representative in 1982.
In respect to liquor and other
"It didn't hit me until I was
after 36 years at ately after he received word of his
The
time
lapse
between
student
issues,
Riemer will be treated as a
honor via an Eastern news driving down (to Eastern) from
representatives doesn't seem to • regular member of the council,
release, he sent copies to every- Chicago," Gabby said. "Then it
worry at least one member of the except he won't be allowed to
one in his family.
hit me; this is a big deal."
council,
who is optimistic the rep- vote, Dunn said.
"He told his younger relatives
"When we started driving
resentative
will help in discus"A lot of the things might be
a professor emeritus they had to go to Eastern to live through the campus, we were
sions on liquor codes, parking and mundane and boring, not too
ent of mathematics in Saunders Hall," said Saunder's flooded with memories," Lucy
check cashing.
exciting," Water and Sewers
Eastern for 33 years niece, Mary Jane Saunders.
said. "We remembered the
"It will be nice to have some- Commissioner Bruce Scism said.
·r of the department
During his time at Eastern, warmth and hospitality of the best
one on our board with a di~rent "But what we would welcome is a
e first dean of the Saunders was responsible for part of lives and to come back to
perspective," said Jim Dunn, city liaison between the city and stu"nurturing" The Minority Today, something so special as this was
streets commissioner.
dents."
a monthly publication that covers just the icing on the cake."
Although passed while the barthe Eastern minority community
By SUZANNE OLIVER

Student government editor

ar moves closer to keeping education funding promise
Jim Edgar moved closer to rnaka promise to emphasize educajust three days in office when he
late Board of Education officials.
ation officials say it's an encour, although ...
out a really clear message that he
put his effort into (an area) that
eds it," board spokesman Kirn
Hodel of the Illinois Board of
ucation, which oversees funding of
'versities, is "very cautious" about
for future funding.
's caution could be attributed to
expected $295 million budget over1991. This is coupled with an IBHE
for $167 million of additional revthe state. One of Edgar's plans to
the deficit is for state agencies to
with what they've got."
we can find a better use for some
liars we are spending. We must find
·ve ways to improve our delivery of
"Edgar said in a press release fol·~.,....;~.~·1·~""" ....,?. -,_·1;; .. ,;.; ••

For Eastern, state budget questions equate
to a plan of stability for the future, which will
mean little or no growth in student enrollrnent and additional staff. said Eastern
President Stan Rives.
In addition. a 5 percent hike in tuition has
been approved by the IBHE to help Eastern
reach its $54 million budget target. This
amounts to about an $80 hike per student.
"We need to be prepared for the possibility
of some reductions. But our best hope might
be the priority of education that our governor
has pledged," Rives said.
"Part of (education revenues) depends on
the state of the economy in the corning
years," Hodel said. "If (Edgar) is going to
give a high priority to education then it's
good. He said (in the meeting) that h~'s more
optimistic (about the state economic forecast)
now than he was a month ago. So all these
are really good signals."
Officials aren't fooling themselves in realizing that the future of education in the state
ranked 4lst in funding for education is resting heavily on convincing the legislature to
extend the current temporary income tax surcharge.
The surcharge is a temporary 3 percent
rax"ana·1f'.s- ..rerceni
ciitoiisine~s

"iifc<rme ..

lax

that was enacted by the General Assembly in fund education and disburse those funds.
1989 as an emergency measure to aid educa- Currently the Legislative Task Force on
tion funding up to June 30. The decision to School Financing is studying the matter and
extend the surcharge will come before the there is no word on when the findings will be
General Assembly some time after J991 ses- released .
sion begins in March.
Until the findings are released. officials are
To make up for those lost revenues if the reluctant to offer detailed plans for future
surcharge isn't extended. the IBHE will like- reforms. but these are some proposals that
ly ask for almost 24 percent tuition increases came out of the Board of Education meeting.
from all state colleges. Last year the surIn higher education, Edgar plans to dra".V
charge provided $66.9 million in revenues for business more fully into the picture by urging
public universities; Eastern ·s share was $2 Illinois business internship opportunities to
million.
open up, keeping "the best and brightest in
The possible surcharge extension, which Illinois."' Hodel said.
the Republican governor favors, played a
"The business community has a more vestpivotal role in his election and has to get ed interest in the education process because
through a Democrat-majority Assembly, of the changing economic structure and the
including a veto-proof House. Democratic evolution of the workforce towards service
Speaker Mike Madigan hasn't taken a posi- and high-tech jobs.
tion on extending the surcharge said Steve
"The business community and local leadBrown, Madigan's press secretary.
ers are more receptive now to getting
Besides the surcharge, Edgar's reforms in involved with education than they have been
education include "getting back to basics" in in the last IO years," he said.
educatiOn, starting in early childhood educaGetting back to basics means giving teachtion.
ers in the lower level schools more flexibility
"From what I've seen, (Edgars') got some in the content of their courses, placing fundinnovative and good ideas in store," Hodel ing priorities on special education and early
said.
.
c~.ildho..o.d . P,r..oi!....r~.. ~ ~.~.c....
t p..u~~i_n~ ..f_o!· _rn
__?_r~ .·on'e'·{a~~ 'iH~ iook ·ror ·alternate ·way-s~to-~parent 1iwo 1ve~ent. --- - - - - - - -- - -
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In our protest
to war, there
is patriotism
We cannot emphasize how unfortunate it is
that we've committed more than 400,000
American troops to fight an unnecessary war
in the Persian Gulf.
It's even more unfortunate those troops are
now risking their lives at the discretion of our
leaders in government. The greatest disappointment is that our leaders have not been
able to tell us why we're in the Gulf without
launching into a diatribe about "freedom,
democracy, naked aggression and restoring
legitimate government."
Therefore, we do not intend to criticize the
troops who represent us
in the Persian Gulf:
Ultimately, they are
there on their own volition since they made
the choice to enter the Armed Forces. And
now the battle has begun, we can do nothing
but support them and pray for a safe and
speedy journey home.
We do, however, disagree with the
American governmental leaders who chose to
put them there. By committing an additional
200,000 troops to Saudi Arabia in November,
it seems apparent to us that George Bush had
set his mind on war long before economic
sanctions had a chance to ambush Saddam
Hussein.
If economic sanctions had failed to cripple
Iraq after eight months, perhaps an attack
would have been appropriate then. But
declaring economic sanctions haven't worked
after five months and then initiating war is
both ill-conceived and immature.
Now, we've risked the lives of 400,000
Americans. That's what we protest.
Protesting the Persian Gulf War is not unpatriotic. Those who choose to do so are freely
expressing their First Amendment rights, thus
making them very patriotic. Those who support the war, too, are expressing their First
Amendment rights, making them equally
patriotic.
But the one of the ultimate aspects of patriotism is love for your fellow man. That's why we
believe our troops should be back home.
Already, more than 100 have died since Aug. 2.
Money is a powerful, powerful weapon. If
our leaders had been patient enough to keep
it away from Saddam Hussein - this war
could have been won.
Peacefully.

Editorial

;· r••~••• · ·-There
----------.
must be more to life

•

than having everything.
Maurice Sendak
I

With words, Gulf War wages in Ameri
power through violent and undemocratic means. Both exterminated members of their own population. Both sought to increase
their power by invading and conquering their neighbors. Both justified their invasions; Hitler by claimDear editor:
ing he was uniting German-speakAs a veteran, taxpayer and citizen of the United States, I protest ing people, and Hussein by claimthe use of Eastern as a platform for ing Kuwait was rlghtfully and hisdraft dodgers and others of their Ilk torically part of Iraq.
Finally, there Is the question of
who profess to support the
American troops In the Middle diplomacy. Ideally, the situation
East, and who purport to believe In should have been solved peacefulprotecting the U.S. Constitution, ly. But again, reality intrudes on
but who do not recognize that the the ideal situation. Hitler was
dealt with diplomatically for years,
president and Congress followed
the Constitution to the letter before and the cost was a war that killed
taking action against Iraq. E~~ry millions. If Hitler had been dealt
trooper In the Middle East took an wl't h forcefully from the beginning,
oath ~o d~fend the Constltutlon of World V:Jar. II would not ha~e hapthe United States; and they, each ' pened. In the Middle East, the
and every one, are doing just that. United Nations used diplomacy to
And, In my opinion. If you are not create Israel and a Palestlnean
In concert with them, you are state. The result of this has been a
against them, and you are hiding constant state of war.
I would prefer a peaceful solubehind the constitution, not
tion.
However, if there is no hope
defending It.
of a peaceful solution that will
J.D. Belty solve the problem of Hussein and
the threat he poses to the region,
I support our current efforts. I
believe Bush did everything he
realistically could to solve the situation peacefully. In the end,
Hussein gave him no other
choice.
Dear editor:
I have been reading editorials
Michael Ballagh
and opinion pieces In The Dally
Eastern News concerning our policy In the Middle East and the outbreak of war. I have been greatly
dismayed at the number of unfavorable columns. I am prompted to
respond to the arguments that
Dear editor:
have been presented.
In a (Jeff Madsen's) column last
Some people argue that if we are
to justify our response against Iraq's Wednesday you said, "I have yet to
aggression, we must respond every- meet two people who favor war
where in the same manner. I agree with Iraq." This says something
that this would be the ideal situation. about the intellectual isolation you
However, the reality Is this Is not a are suffering from.
perfect world. As a result, our
You make statements like "Mr.
response must be tempered by a President, you are a terrorist ... "
As strong as your rhetoric has bevariety of forces. During the Cold
War, we were constrained by the come, a friend who disagrees with
threat of nuclear war. We continue to you on anything must keep his
be constrained by the isolationist silence, conform to your view or
tendencies of the American public risk losing your friendship. Add to
and the view around the world of your crowd a few more just as fiery
America as an imperialist nation. Our and you have unwittingly created
actions must be governed by these' an atmosphere of political intolercircumstances. As these circum- ance; members of the social circle
stances change, our ability to at the News don't dare challenge
respond to aggression will change. lest they risk ostracism. Thus you
One must remember that the current "have yet to meet two people
level of response would not have who" disagree with you.
Perhaps your ideology-insulated
been possible 10 years ago.
There has also been debate about environment explains your view of
comparing Hussein to Hitler. how to run a newspaper. You seem
Obviously Hussein is not Hitler. to have the idea that consensus
However, there are a number of should exi,st .o n th~ eqitqrial page.
striking similarities. Both came to Last spring after I wrote two con-

Eastern can't be
a platform for the
war's draft dodgers

We all want peace,
but News needs
to present all sides

News is isolated
when it comes
to others' opinions

troversial columns you
won't allow you to turn
al page of this news
battlefield." To your er
sonally have never re
any of my work. But
once refused to print
wrote, saying such a I
be personally offensive
pie whose political vi
clzed. Yet any editor!
anything at all Is pe
slve to those whose
clzed. An editorial
nltlon a battlefield of
editor should welcome

Edltor.'.s note: Mr. £
told last spring that
a policy on how oft<
may contrlbyte to t
page. The News does
printing views that
those of Its edltorl
columnists; in fact,
encourages such opln

As a nation,
cannot rewa
Saddam H
Dear editor:
Arst of all, let me
lived in a democra
majority rules. And I
majority of Congress
the president In his
handle the Gulf situa
Second, let us look
world gave Hitler a
rather than fight him.
ing but prolong the
enable him to
develop better w
makes us think Sa
any different? He has
own people, has
equipment that ca
many infants and
killed thousands:
reward Saddam for
Third, people
threat to us. What
Ion gas do to o
Worst of all, if he
develop an atomic
system to deliver
many will die and
I don't like war

is now.
When you go
you don't cut off his
his head and that
Hussein.
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CAA delays action
on diversity plan
By STUART TART
Staff writer

to persuade a 'family" to buy a car Thursday afternoon outside Coleman Hall. The stu-

persuasion speeches in Professor Calvin Smith's 2300 speech class.

Preparation courses
for MBA exam available
courses will be held in Lumpkin
Hall.
"The test will prepare them for
To help prepare students who the test, covering knowledge of
plan to take the Graduate topics that are going to be tested
ar, Americans
Management Admission Test and also showing them the for·ng for a way
the
Business mat of test questions," Messenger
(GMAT),
s - especially
Development Center has estab- said.
lished two preparation courses.
He added that it is important
"lt's for students who are plan- for any student who plans to take
ning to enroll into the master of the test to sign up for the course.
number of peobusiness administration program "I would personally recommend
lood has ineither here or at any other college it because one of the things that
war began.
that requires the test as riart of 4~tll wanr to do is.$et as high
~e~&nct?~aca'S " - theYf'trrfm1rif!en1%qll1}efri~'iit'S'.1 ,...,~ ·score ori' th~°(jMA'f as 'ih·~y'can.~~
1
ll 0¥ \'t\'tlC:t)f-8bd''V salC111{1 :MeWd1'gei:,'Clifec(of'ot'tfte '"'' tfe' sai~""tn·afw'n'.e-iirlllllig 'ouf
Business Development Center.
applications for graduate schools,
The first preparation course a high score on the test will look
will be from 8 a.m. to noon good.
Saturday. "We have two schedThe date of the actual test will
ules. One is a seven-week session be March 16. In order to register
that begins Saturday the 26th and for the test, students must pay a
it meets every Saturday thereafter $95 registration fee. It will cover
until
March 9," Messenger said.
the course and materials that will
mary sources of
The
other
schedule
is
on
weekbe given out during the course.
es. hopes people
be
held
from
8
a.m.
"It's direct relevant material
ends
and
will
about the needs
to 4:30 p.m. March 2 and 3 and that they'll find very useful to
iers by donating
March 9 and 10. Both of the them," Messenger said.
By LORI HIGGINS

Campus editor

a"

point there hasn't
ent plea for more
anpeter said. "It
what happens over

The Council on Academic
Affairs delayed action on a cultural diversity component to the
new general education program
after council members , and
member s of the ta sk force
proposing the component, failed
to reach agreement on how they
should define cultural diversity.
Council members delayed
their fin al vote on the new general educ ation program until the
cultural diver s ity issue is
resolved , and final course additions can be made.
The council plans to complete
action on cultural diversity and
the coursework in the general
education package at a special
meeting Tuesday.
The CAA discussion on cultural diversity stalled after two
different definitions of cultural
diversity evolved.
Members of The Task Force
on
Enhancing
Minority
Participation previously asked
the CAA to explore whether a
three-hour course that addresses
cultural diversity can be incorporated into the new general education program. CAA Chair Larry
Bates appointed a subcommittee
on Jan. 17 to summarize the positives and negatives of different
methods for including the concept.
Individual council members
said they operated with the
understanding of cultural diversity .as introdw;tion tQJlPU: Westem
-·· culture·s, but cou.uciLmember
' Jo.hrr }'.I ale~ ;i,-I],Picated, jH~ perceived another definition coming
from task force members.
"If you want to have a course
on black/white relations, don't
call it 'cultural diversity'," he
told task force members.
Task force member Johnetta
Jones acknowledged she believed the main focus of a cultural diversity component should be
on ethnic groups within the
United States.

First spring job fair slated for Feb. 5
By LORI HIGGINS

ing on how events
next three weeks,
-blood could change
donors may be in
nd, she added.
y the Mattoon Red
about 1,000 units of
to Saudi Arabia.
private concern is
's interest to donate
I fade," Johanpeter
people continue to
the needs of the sol-

"Each (ethnic) group brings its
own cultural baggage with
them," Jones said, adding a look
at cultures worldwide would be
necessary.
Haley indicated that cultural
diversity should not mean focusing on one culture.
"Black America is not going
to learn to participate in a
Fortune 500 country by taking a
class in Afro-American culture,"
he said.
Jones shot back, " What we
want to do is educate students to
live in the 21 st century.
"We ' re fighting a war in the
Middle East, but we don't know
anything about their culture. (For
instance), we don't understand
why Palestinians are overjoyed
that Israel is getting bombed."
Subcommittee chair Tim
Shonk pointed out that the council cannot take action on the task
force's request for a cultural
diversity component until council members agree on a definition.
"The term needs closer definition before we come to closure
on it," Shonk said.
The subcommittee analyzed
five methods for including cultural diversity in the new general
education program, which council members will likely vote on
Tuesday. They are as follows:
• To create a single course
in cultural diversity as a general
education requirement.
• To require students to
select an already-existing course
that deals with cultural diversity
from an approved list of general
• edu~ation courses as a general
education requirement.
• To require students to
select an already-existing course
from an approved list as a graduation requirement,
• To ask departments to
incorporate cultural diversity
within their majors.
• To take no action based on
the assumption that the general
education program already deals
with cultural diversity.

those that don't pre-register will

Campus editor

Gaining contacts with potential
employers is one of the keys to the
job search process, and for Eastern
students, that process is made easier by job fairs.
Eastern will hold its first job fair
of the semester on Feb. 5, and students of all majors and class rank
are encouraged to attend. Shirley
Stewart, director of the Career
Planning and Placement Center,
said the fair will be held from 9:30
ter advises that peo- a.m. to 3 p.m. in both the Grand
television to keep up Ballroom and the University
news and blood drive Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. The
nts.
fair
will feature about 130 potenattoon chapter of the
tial
employers.
ss will be holding its
And although there is no regisood drive at the First
tration
cost for the job fair, Stewart
urch, 1804 S. 9th St., ·
advised students to come prepared
b 18.
with between 75 to I 00 resumes.
peter said she hopes the
you're really going to work
·n generate 210 pints of the"If
jobs fair, it should be worked,"
Stewart said.
donated blood is sepa"It's real important because,
lnto two separate bags;
number one, you learn about difwith red blood cells and ferent opportunities that exist in
r with plasma.
the different companies and, numplasma is used mostly to
ber two, you can get the name of a
ith immunizations.
contact person that y9u can write

You learn about different opportunities that
exist in the different companies.
Shirley Stewart
Career Planning and Placement Center

''

to and follow up with. It's a good
way to make good contact for
future references." ·
It's also a good idea for students
not to get discouraged because a
particular employer is not hiring.
"Many times a recruiter will come
to campus and they might not
think they have any openings. then
when they get back to their company, later on, some event might
change that would require them to
have to hire someone."
In addition to the on-campus job
fair, students also have the opportunity to travel to St. Louis March
8 for the 5th annual Gateway to
Careers Job Fair at Maryville
College.
Eastern students have until Feb.

5 to register for the St. Louis job
fair, which will feature 90 St.
Louis area employers.
Stewart said it is open to "any
student that is going to be graduating in May of 1991 or August of
1991 or any alumni that has
already graduated from Eastern."
In order to register, students
should go to the Career Planning
and Placement Center office in the
Student Services Building. And by
registering by Feb. 5, students
only pay a $5 fee and their resume
will be included in a resume book
that will be given to all the
recruiters, Stewart said.
Also, the students who pre-register will be allowed to enter the
doors of the job fair at 9 a.m., and

not be allowed to enter until 10
a.m. In addition, they will have to
pay a $10 registration fee.
The job fair is open to all
majors. "We have different categories that will accommodate all
majors that are offered." The
placement office will have a list of
companies and organizations that
have already registered and they
also receive weekly updates.
"They (students who have registered) can come into the office and
use company literature to review
and research to learn about the
career opportunities available,"
she said. Researching the companies will help students when they
speak to the recruiters during the
job fair, she said.
"They can demonstrate that they
know something about the company. They can ask about the job
opportunities available upon their
graduation date," she added.
The St. Louis jobs fair is sponsored by .a group comprised of
about 50 universities from Illinois
and Missouri. Last year, the 50
schools had a total of about 2,500
students participate in the job fair.
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Soviet soldiers open fire; wound one
VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. (AP) - ====,,,,....."""""'=-==== Tuesday by Gorbachev saying there
would be no more military assaults
on separatist government bodies in
the Baltics.
Reformers were given a setback
Thursday by the continuing Soviet
military activities in the Baltic
In Moscow, reformers in the legrepublics and the failure of Russian
islature of the Russian republic
Stankavicus said one person was federation lawmakers to pass a resfailed to win approval of a resolu- wounded in Thursday's incident, olution condemning the incidents.
tion condemning military attacks in but officials did not yet know how
In Moscow, the Russian legislathe Baltic republics.
seriously. Another person was ture voted ll 7-to-51 in favor of a
Ceslavus Stankavicus, a deputy arrested by the soldiers, he said. No resolution condemning what it
called "unconstitutional acts of milto Lithuanian President Vytautas other details were available.
Landsbergis, told a news conferLithuanian officials said they itary force against the civilian popence the Soviet soldiers were appar- contacted Georgy Tarazevich, the ulation." But the measure failed
ently annoyed by a police car and personal representative of Soviet because it did not gain a majority in
government vehicle following their President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, the 250-member body.
armored cars on the main road from about the shooting.
Tt~e resolution asked national
Vilnius to the republic's second
"These events can only be legislators to consider criminal procity, Kaunas.
labeled as the continued license of ceedings against those responsible
Earlier in the day, Landsbergis the Soviet Armed Forces (to oper- for Soviet troop attacks and barred
had accused Soviet troops of kid- ate) despite ... promises that this the formation in Russia of "illegal
napping two draft-age students, and would be discontinued," Lands- structures" like the shadowy
condemned the military occupation bergis told Lithuania's parliament.
National Salvation Committees in
He was alluding to a statement the Baltic republics.
of two buildings on Wednesday.

~fjI~~fg~-

Summit postponement to be discussed
WASHINGTON (AP) - Soviet Foreign Minister
Alexander Bessmertnykh will meet Saturday with
Secretary of State James A. Baker III as the Bush
administration nears a decision on whether to postpone
next month's summit meeting in Moscow, officials said
Thursday.
The new foreign minister, formerly Moscow's
ambassador to Washington, also was expected to meet
with President Blish on Monday during a session at the
White House with Brent Scowcroft, the President's
national security adviser.
1\vo U.S. officials, demanding anonymity, said Bush
would see Bessmertnykh, who was expected to remain
in Washington until Tuesday or Wednesday. The State
Department, meanwhile, formally announced only the
Saturday session with Baker after The Associated Press
reported plans for the visit.
The talks are certain to concentrate on the Soviet
crackdowns in Lithuania and Latvia as well as on
arms-control issues and the Persian

Todd P. Castle

A new treaty to make sharp reductions in long-range
nuclear missiles is supposed to be ready for signing at
the Feb. 11-13 summit, but negotiators meeting at the
State Department have not yet resolved a number of
technical problems, including steps to verify compliance with th.! cutbacks. The treaty would reduce U.S.
and Soviet long-range nuclear missiles, bombers and
submarines by 30 percent overall.
Spokeswoman Margaret D. Tutwiler quoted the
chief U.S. negotiator, Reginald Bartholomew, as saying
simply that "work remains." Other officials told the
AP that the administration wants to discuss its concerns
that the Soviets may be shifting tanks to east of the
Ural Mountains rather than destroy the weapons under
another arms control treaty signed in November.
Even so, the biggest issue on the agenda - and the
one which could lead Bush to cancel the Moscow
meeting with Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev is the harsh way the Soviets are dealing with tl)e inde-

THE REVIEWS ARE OUT!
"****112 I OF 4 STAR RATING
FANTASTIC PRICES & SIMPLY
GREAT FOOD!"
A FUN ATMOSP
"UNBEATABLE VALUE! THE MOST FOR YOUR MON

MENU INCLUDES:
-FRESHLY GROUND 1
-BASKET OF FRESH-CUT
BEEF 50¢ BIG BURG
FRIES ONLY 40¢
FOR A TINY BURGER
$2. 75 FULL BASKET OF
SHRIMP OR CLAMS WITH
FRIES - REAL SEAFOOD FOR JUST A FEW CLAMS!
TIRED OF LISTENING TO THE SAME OLD TUNES
LIVE BANDS THIS FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS:

ALL ORGINAL MUSIC

FRIENDS

g~rLt

809 VAN BUREN

VOUNGSTO
APARTMENT RENTA
FALL I SPRING
91-92
1-3 Bedroom Units
Fully Furnished • Central Air Conditi
Basic Cable Included

CAM 8RIDGE & NAN TLJ c

345 2363
•
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The Panhellenic and lnterfraternity Coun
send best wishes to the friends and relatives of East
Greek System who are serving our nation in Operat
Desert Storm. You ARE our American heroes. You
EASTERN and our country proud!!!
Sigma Pi
Sean O'Neil
Mike McDowell
Lee Leathers
Curt Strader

Q~'1~

7th&~"~ ~,

On the Square
Charleston, IL

(brother-in-law of Tad Enerett)

Lambda Chi Algha
Brian VanVooren
Rich Allen

Delta Tau Delta
Sean Dennis

Tau Kagga Egsilon

Saturday
Night
11

STUMPWHOOrf''
ock & Roll,
Blues
9-Close
No cover

Stoli & Black
Death Vodka

50¢ OFF

• •

Father of Jas.on Valtor

Pi Kagga Algha
Doug Steves

Sigma Nu
Cousin of Ken Martin

Sigma Phi Epsilon Colony
Dan Keim

.· Scott Campbell
Greg Plunkett
Dave Anderson
Marty Walsburg
Bryan Hoggins
Dave May
Rich Gallaher
Kelly Fletcher
Jon Cassidy
Jeff Tope
Ray Murphy
Gut Lippencot
Phil Dobner
Mike Vollmer
Jimmy Maddox
Chuck Rickman
Jack Chalberg

Algha Phi
Sgt. Dave Jepson
(brother of Cathy Jepson)

Jeff Johnson
(cousin of Katie Freelund)

Drew King
(cousin of Lori King)

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Marty Ward
Tom Berola
Neil Newberry
Eric O'Neil
Shawn O'Neil

Steve Sobotta
(friend of chapter member)

Mike MacDowell
Brian Van Vooren
Bob Belcher
(friend of Gina Marshall)

Troy Sweeny
(friend of Gina Marshall)

Matt Darling
(friend of Gina Marshall)

Kent Harmon
(cousin of Kendra Wilson)

Delta Zeta

(friend of Sarah Con

Robby Miller
(friend of Sarah Con

Mike McDow

Patrick Wood
(brother of Deanna Wood)

Colin Cashin
(brother of Carlee Cashin)

Daniel Strebel
(cousin of Jennifer Gould)

Walter Coyle
(relative of Chris Spanier)

Jane Coyle

(cousin of Kim Dani

Cory Coff rin
(friend of Martha A

Stephanie D
(friend of Martha A

Rob Fleming

(relative of Chris Spanier)

(friend of Jill White)

Algha Sigma Algha

(brother of Kirsten H

MSG Dennis Russo
(father of Valerie Russo)

Lt. Col. James Dolensky

Terry Halton
Jerry Costell
(friend of Kirsten H

Bob McKee

(father of Kathy Dolensky)

(friend of Kirsten

Algha Gamma Delta

(friend of Liz Dix)

Todd Moore

Kathy Ryan
Shawn O'Ni

(brother of Tanya Moore)

Gert Jackson
(friend of Christy Gundlach)

Ted Neiman
(friend of Christy Gundlach)

Chris Heatherly
(friend of Vicki Kekorian)

(friend of Heidi Sul

Gorge Car
(friend of Suzy Levy~

Ernest Oat
(friend of Marnie N
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ree generations of women, the college experience was.

Faye Elmer (left), Hazel Miller (center) and Lisa Miller aren't your typical Eastern students. Last
fall, the grandma-mom-granddaughter trio were all enrolled in classes at Eastern. The family
said being together on campus helped strengthen their relationship.

ILY
ess is having a large,
caring, close-knit famiother city."
- George Burns
re's an old wives tale that
pen in threes.
's true. Just ask 83-year-old
er, or her daughter Hazel
her daughter, Lisa.
semester it would have been
ask any of them - the grand-granddaughter trio were all
ously enrolled at Eastern.
though most students might
oo comfortable about having
m or their grandma on camtrios says it has brought them
ether.
p of being a three-generation
t the same college, they're all
an the typical Eastern student.
, of course, is the oldest, the
h of the trio. But she hardly
stereotypical role of "grandead of spending her free time
ester fitting the stereotypical
f grandma by baking cookies,
sweaters, and making doilies,
oiled herself in an art class at

was a brand new experience for
w

use I hadn't been to school in
said Faye, who owned a real

''

The only problem I ever had at Eastern was the parking ... Otherwise, I found the other aspects of the
school to be supportive.
Faye Elmer, 83

estate agency for 30 years and later
became active in selling antique and
resale items. "I enjoyed the association
with the younger students."
As with many members of Eastern's campus, including faculty and
students found herself coming upon a
common problem.
"The only problem I ever had at
Eastern was the parking," Faye said.
"Otherwise, I found the other aspects
of the school to be supportive."
This semester she is taking classes
offered at Lake Land College in
Mattoon and she is still keeping active
and expanding her art skills by attending art classes at a local senior citizen's center.
After living in Robinson for most of
her life, Faye moved to Charleston just
last year to be closer to her daughter,
Hazel. But no one had guessed their
closeness would extend to the same
campus.
After obtaining her bachelor's

degree in marketing, Hazel, 49, came
back to Eastern to pursue a master's
degree in guidance and counseling.
"The second degree helped me in
my job," said Hazel, who has been a
case worker at the Coles County
Public Aid department for 24 years.
Although neither Faye nor Hazel
are attending Eastern this spring,
Hazel plans on returning soon to take
a social research class.
"One advantage (of Eastern) was
the guidance department, which
attracted a lot of different ages," Hazel
said. "They made it easy to work
around a (working) student's schedule."
The youngest member of the trio is
Lisa, 27. She aspires to the same profession her mother does, but she came
to Eastern at the advice of her grandmother.
That recommendation follows
another old wives tales that grandmas
can always be counted on for good

advice.
"My grandmother told me how
much she enjoyed Eastern," Lisa said.
"I started out at school and could not
continue because of financial reasons.
I graduated with a Board of Governors
degree." ·
Now Lisa has begun working on
her master's degree, by occasionally
taking classes.
Guess the old saying, "Like mother
like daughter." applies in the case of
Hazel and Lisa. Both are pursuing
master's degrees in guidance and
counseling.
"For the last five years, I have
worked at the Coles County
Association for the Retarded," she
said. "Both my mother and I share an
interest in this field."
Although several students go off to
college to establish independence
away from their parents, the fact that
grandma, mom, and granddaughter
were on campus at the same time
didn't bother this trio one bit.
Since they all live fairly close to one
another, some feared their extreme
closeness might have gotten on their'
nerves. But they say, if anything, that
their relationship has only strengthened.
"It was helpful that my mother 13nd
· daughter went to Eastern because we
all discussed what we had learned,"
Hazel said. "The Eastern personnel
and staff offered great opportunity."
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Guitarist-Saxophonist looking for
a band. Call Bob 345-9432.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/25
Mi ni Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/3

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day 's
incorrect insertion . Report
errors immediately at 581 281 Z. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must mee t t he Z p .m .
deadline t o appear i n the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after Z p .m .
will be publ ished in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the Z p .m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance . Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised,
rejected,
or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
necessary to omit an
advertisement.

MARRIED OR SINGLE WOMEN
WITH CHILDREN NEEDED AS
SURROGATE MOTHERS FOR
COUPLES UNABLE TO HAVE
CHILDREN. CONCEPTION TO BE
BY ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION .
PLEASE STATE YOUR FEE .
CONTACT: NOEL P. KEANE ,
DIRECTOR, INFERTILITY CENTER
OF NEW YORK , 14 E. 60TH
STREET, STE. 1240, NY, NY 10022.
1-212 -371-0811
MAY
CALL
COLLECT. ALL RESPONSES
CONFIDENTIAL.
_ _ _ _ _ca117-1822-31211-15
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. 504-6418003 EXT 9202.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
DELIVERY DRIVER WANTED. PARTTIME POSITION. MUST BE AT LEAST
18 YRS AND HAVE PROOF OF
INSURANCE. APPLY IN PERSON AT
JIMMY JOHN'S SUB. LOCATED 1417
1/2 4TH ST. APPLY BEFORE 11:00
a.m. AND AFTER 2:00 p.m.
1/31

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED

1Full
· · · · · · · · · ·time
· · · ·· ·
-1 · · · · ·dad,
········· 1
mom,
attorney

HELP WANTED

adopted preschooler offer your
infant strong family values, lots of
love, security and gentle humor.
Medical~egal paid. Please call our
attorney collect : 70!i-295-0070.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca1/25,28 217,8

WANTED
AooPTION

RIDEs/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

FOR RENT

Wanting 1 or 2 women to rent
apartment Jan - May. Would be
rooming with 2 other women .
Please contact Nicole for more
information at 348-541 O or stop
by 1634 University Drive.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/25
NEEDED: SPRING ROOMMATE.
GIRL OR GUY. $150 FOR
EVERYTHING ! 2 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS 345-6627
1/25

APARTMENT RENTALS CALL
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 5/3
Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 91 -92 school year .
Two people per bedroom . 10 1/2
month lease . $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _5/3
Three and four bedroom houses
and apartments. One block from
campus. Call 345-6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 5/3
Nice 1 bedroom furnished
apartment. Close to t:ampus . No
pets. Available immediately. Rent
$230 / month. Call 345-7286
between Sam - 5pm.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
Female, excellent location, great
single room. Call Julie anytime.
581-6735
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
For Fall: 1 & 2 Bdrm apts., furn .,
trash and water inc. 10 Mo lease.
no pets. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _211
APARTMENT for Fall two or three
bedrooms close to E.1.U. 10 month
lease. Call RENTAL SERVICE 3453100 between 3-9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 211

Park Place II Apts. Available now
SUBLET cheap . Spring 1991 or
Summer 1991 . 708-257-7383.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/1
NEED MALE subleaser own
room , block from campus . Rent
Negotiable Call Tony 345-4761
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
HOUSES FOR RENT: 2 to 7
bedrooms , 1 block from campus
for
undergraduate
and / or
graduate Students for the 19911992 School year. Some
locations include 1306 4th , 1609
9th , 1915 9th , 1921 9th , 905
Arthur, 171810th, 1720 10th, 718
Grant, Call for appt. 348-0440
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/8
Leasing for fall and summer .
Large one bedroom apartments.
Reasonable , excellent condition ,
875 7th. 345-7387 after 5 pm.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 1/29
1/ 2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
New Deluxe Furnished Apts,
water included. Also , two 4-5
bedroom houses. Contact Gary at
Coach Eddy's 348-8218.
_ _ _ _ __ __ca1 /23,25
For Fall: 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom
Mobile Home. Call Leland Hall
Real Estate 345-7023 .
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 216
APARTMENTS '91-'92 one
bedroom ideal for two people
near campus . Phone 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/25
1 or 2 subleasers needed for
Spring. 1 bdrm furnished apt. Rent
very reasonable. Laurie 345-9323
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
Room available now in modern
home for no smoking, mature
male: completely furnished,
washer, dryer, dishwasher etc,.
345-1160 or 345-2564
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
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RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

DAYTONA
BEACH
·- lff9 •
7 NfCHTS
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND ·-If29 •

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers. Next to Monical's, 903
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m .
Monday through Friday, other
times by appointment. 3451150.
_ _ _ __ _ __ _5/3
Typing - laser printer. $1 per
page . Same day service
available. 258-6840.
-"'
ca 1/ 11 ,18,25
FREE Battery & electrical tests.
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists 1519 Madison Ave,
Charleston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __5/3

The

oany

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT
2, SANO 7 NIGHTS
FORT LAUDERDALE
7 NIGHTS
PANAMA CITY BEACH
7 NIGHTS

·~·

f

II

p'°"""'

, oo,lf24*
·~·'•as·

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

"OO•'ff2*

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

-. ......... ,_,.c••,• ...,.

-""'·you wll bt l'ltpOlltlblt .for
pllclng ldverttlnt on !Qttln bowdt.
You wll lllto hllvtllt oppot1unltytown
on markttlnt
for tuch cltnll
• Amtrtc.. Expl'ltt, Ford, and Botton

·-IfJ7*

CORPUS CHRISTI I
MUSTANG ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

11,.,.. -red VH to 1111 ol l1t .e-,
,.,.. . . jutt ' " , . _ wt'l'l looldng for I

•

Unlvtlllly. Thtr1119 no . . . lnvolwd.
M-.y ol our """ tlly "'"'1 ue lont alltr
tl'ldullon. For mo19 lnfonnatlon, coll or
Wllto Ut 411 " ' lollowlnt addl9tt'.

CALL 10LL FREE T0ll4Y

1·800·321·5911

DENISE
581-8060

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

Ao

FORM

Name:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - - -Students D Yes

D No

0 ates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

ACROSS
1 Floats on fish
lines

23 Messy one

24 Pitch indicator

5 -- · - au rhum

27 Sacred
composition

9 Party in
Penshurst

31 Pierce
'3 5 _
-podnda

13 Shakespeare's
" food of love"

37 Tuesday . in
Tours

14 New Harmony.
Ind .. founder

38 Beatles movie :

15 Rose Bowl
winner: 1986

41 Showed
sudden interest

1968

16 Threefold
42 Collector of the
n Site of William
rain in Spain
the Conqueror's 43"
··· I say .
tomb
4' Church council
18 Fisherman 's
site
lure
4S Tastt:is
t9 Bart Starr was
one
22Sally

63 Beat
84Abounds
65 Temper
66 Handle. to
Hadrian
67 Brace

DOWN
t Beast of burden
2Wicker
3 Intelligence-test
man
4 Like the
Mohawk Trail
s
Raton. Fla.
&Out
7 Pager signals
8 Valid for one
year only: Fr.
9 Open carriage
to Pine

47 Water barrier

so A mine shaft

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

Payment:

DCash

D Check

D Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cenls per word

each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

Wanted :
Two
s ummer
subleasers. On-campus furnished
apartment. Immaculate! 3488645.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 211
Leasing for Fall - 5 bedroom
house 1/ 2 blk from campus ,
160.00 mo. pi p 1O mo. lease. Call
345-5518 after 5 p.m .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

FOR

SAI.£

GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
Vehicles from $100 . Fords .
Mercedes. Corvettes . Chevys .
Surplus . Your area. (1) 805-6876000 Ext. S-9997.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/15
Sofa $200 , coffee table $50,
Lamps $25. 348-5856.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _5/3
Trumpet - Bach II. Like new cond.
$350.00 Call 581-2123 or see at
Coleman 11 OA.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _5/3
Cross-country skis . Women 's
shoe size 10. Length for person
5'1O". Poles, boots $150.00 Ex .
Cond . Call 581-2123. See
Coleman 11 OA.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _5/3
Single bed dorm loft $65 O.B.O.
Can accommodate an 80" bed
345-9784
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
.................

'

Bed 2510 Com Sys and
computer Book & 10 Blank
Call 345-4745. $35.
Bought new van must
Chevrolet Spectrum 5/
door, low mileage.
$2900.00 345-9627.
Have the all new c
systems at Lumpkin Hall
only 3.5" disk drives) r
you r IBM or compatible
Revive your machin
brand new 3 .5" drive
$100.00. ($125.00 inst
machines). Call 345-2

Several keys on
leather tab. Identify
Daily Eastern Ne
Buzzard.

Keys with black an
chain found in front
Service . Claim
Publications Busin
Buzzard Building 127.

. ...•...·:::.·;~:-:-:-<·- · ·.· ·,

···;.:i ldliillilld~

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Praise
Service Sunday, Jan. 27th at 10:30 a.m . at the CH·
House just south of Lawson Hall. Come early for ju'
doughnuts. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
IOTA PHI THETA will have a party tonight from 10:00 p.
'-a~ ~~tutli6n. $)~50',t:harg~.
.
,,
fft&WMAN ~'ffl0L~OENfffl will havACW~<Ahl'l'"MI
26th at 6:30 p.m. and Jan. 27th at 11 :15 a.m. at B
this weekend Bishop Dan Ryan will be here. Dinner 7.
Newman.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER The Knights of Colu
a Superbowl Party on Sunday, Jan . 27th at the N
starts at 4:30 p.m. $2.00 at the door for food and drink.
STUDENTS MOBILIZED AGAINST SADDAM HUSS
have their first organizational meeting Sunday, Jan.
upstairs at Jerry's Pizza. All those interested are wel
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The D
office by noon one business day before the date of the
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for F
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any-Clip that is ill
conflicting information will not be run .

55 Alice Walker's
prize -winning
book
59Farm hand . at
times
60 Hair style
6t Quarrel
62 Raison d '

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _----'Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Subleaser wanted for 2 bedroom
town house . New, clean, great
roomie . Own room , pool. 3457859.

·

..-..--....-..1-=1~ 11 Insult
12 Broadway
mugger
t3 Brd. sessions
20 Costain 's "·-- ·the Salt "

28 Division of a
march

38

41
44

&s

29 Actress
Purviance
30 Haberdashery

section
31 Computer ntwk
32 Rip or rip along
33 Der ·---·
(Adenauer)

40 Put finishing
touches 011

45Gushes
48 Australian
"bear"
49 Tiny
51 Condiment
bottle
52 Breathing
disorder
53 Slick and nasty

R. I

5Just Spences 1148 6th St. -Sale
going on! Current style clothes.
Plus great 60's and 70's
Rummage room $1 O and under.
North of Coach Eddy's. Open
Tuesday-Saturday 1-5pm Home
Phone 345-1469. We Also Buy!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
This is your last chance to check
out specials at the University
Union. See you at the Union!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
AMY COMPTON - Congratulations
on entering I-Week! Can't wait until
Saturday! Love, Mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
ELIZABETH GAMAUF : Happy
22nd Birthday!! Let's whoop up
our last b-day together at E.l.U. they have all been fun and a little
less "memorable" - Ha! Heidi.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/25

Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration

ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE
CENTER
The Academic Assistance
Center will move to Blair Hall
#100 effective Monday,
January 28, 1991. All
beginning
freshmen,
students with undeclared
majors, prebusiness majors
and other students that have
not been accepted to select
majors and/or colle$JeS are

HSrgoed i adv~or'9 ~1'11tne

ttending any
s) in which
not appear
al tenth-day
, immediately
Registration
resolve the
ILURE TO DO

and

Center.
C. B. Campbell,
Director

LST FIELDWORK/
INTERNSHIP MAJORS
Students planning to take
their fieldwork or internship
during Summer or Fall
Semester 1991 must attend

Jack, Chad, Todd & Brad:
Congratulations on pledging
Delta Tau Delta! Love, Jodi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
DAVID LOEBACH : Thanks for
everything, you're great.
CONGRATS on I-Week. Love,
Julea.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
Happy 21st Goldielocksl Love
your Hanes! Love, Celushie.
_________
SIGMA NU INFORMAL RUSH
TODAY!! 4 O'clock club at 1515
9th St. for rides and info. call 3485182.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 1/25
Mommie and Wayne - Just
wanted to tell you how special
you are . Thanks for everything.
Love your Sig Kap Baby - Krissy.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ 1/25

For a HOT, WET, and WILD
ADVENTURE in the sun at
Daytona call Kristi 345-6317.
---------'2125
CONGRATULATIONS to the
women of ALPHA SIGMA TAU on
another SUCCESSFUL RUSH!
Love, Chris.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
SIG KAP BABY SNAKES: We
can't wait 'Iii tonight. We love you
and we 're proud of you all!
UNITY-UNITY-UNITY Love Melinda and Leah.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _1/25
Shari Griffin, Congratulations on
getting pinned to Doug
CeKander! Love your 'Iii sis' Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _1/25
Janee, Can you believe it?! Happy
Anniversary! I Love You, Rick.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1/25

JoAnn Guenniwig, Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Chrisser!
It's under the shell! Turtle Love,
Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
WILMA, CONGRATULATIONS
ON GETTING LAVALIERED!
BABY YOU'RE THE GREATEST!
LOVE, ALEX.
_________

the following meeting:
Monday, January 28, 1991
at 5:00 p.m., McAfee Room
138, Dorothe Johnson,
Coordinator.
Dorothe Johnson,
Teacher/Leisure Studies

application is 4 :30 p .m. on
February 15, 1991 .
T.W. lvarie, Dean
Lumpkin
College
of
Business

February 6, 1991 , Buzzard
Auditorium, 4-5 P.M.
You must be admitted to
teacher education 10 weeks
prior to the semester in
which you plan to student
teach. The next opportunity
to apply for admission to
teacher education will be
summer semester, 1991.
Francis Summers, Director
Clinical Experiences

1~5

ATTENTION PREBUSINESS STUDENTS
Students
who
have
completed 42 semester
hours AND three of the
following courses-ACC
2100, ACC 2150, BED 2510,
OR COM 2175, MGT 2750,
COM 2810-with a grade of
k: or"'better·may n6w',, ap~y
for admission to the Lumpkin
College
of
Business
(Lumpkin Hall 112) for
Summer or Fall Semester,
1991. In order to pre-enroll
in upper-division business
classes, admission to the
Lumpkin
College
of
Business
is
required.
Deadline
for
making

Hobbes

TEACHER EDUCATION
Students must formally apply
for admission to teacher
education at a meeting
scheduled each semester by
the college of education. At
this meeting, application
forms are distributed and the
rules
and
regulations
pertaining to admission to
and retention in teacher

~ucafidn are ~xplain8d.

Students who are now
entering
a
teacher
preparation program should
attend one of the following
meetings to apply for
admission
to
teacher
education:
Tuesday, February 5, 1991,
Coleman Auditorium, 4-5
P.M.
OR Wednesday,

1~5

Hey Tri-Sigs, just wanted to say
HI and have a great weekend
--- -MIKE.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/25
GOOD QUESTION - Saturday at
IKE'S - with special guest Jim
Riemer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
SIGMA NU INFORMAL RUSH
TODAY!! 4 O'clock club at 1515 9th
St. for rides and info. call 348-5182.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

Spring 1991
Commencement
Spring 1991 commencement
ceremonies will be held at
lO a.m. and 2 p.m.,
Saturday, May 11, in the
Library/Union Quadrangle (in
case
of
rain,
Lantz
Gymnasium).
It has been determined that
the morning ceremony will
include: School of Adult and
Continuing
Education
(BOG/BA Degree), College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences,

9

Congratulations to Heather
Watson and Tom Jaminsk on
becoming lavalieredl I wish you
the best in all you do! Love - The
Roomie.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
Valentine Balloon Specials . ..
ORDER AT TOKENS NOW,
Great
FOR
DELIVERY.
selection of cards and
momentoes to.choose from at
TOKENS
·~·UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _V14
DELTA ZETA PLEDGES! You 're
the BEST! I love you guys! Love,
Nicole!
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 1/25
Show a friend you care! Send
them a personal in the Classifieds
of The Daily Eastern News!

J

College of Education. The
afternoon ceremony will
include: Graduate School,
and the colleges of Applied
Sciences, Business, fine
Arts, and Health, Physical
Education,
Recreation
(HPER).
Instruction and information
to mail-order regalia will go
out in late March to
permanent addresses of
students
eligible
to
participate.
Therefore,
student teachers and other
off-campus student need not
be
concerned
about
receiving materials. All
eligible students should be
sure
their
permanent
address is correct in the
Housing Office. Please
watch for future information
and announcements in these
Official Notices.
Daniel E. Thornburgh
Director, University Relations
Commencement Director

by Bill Watterson
\TS
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MR.fEOleY, I AM A 5/MP/£
MAN Af7H 5//llP/,8 PUfAS<./iES,
M05T a= 7HeM a=F-'3HCR&,
ANP AU a= 7'HCM C.XPR&S -

5KJNS CFAUAH'S NIU ...

MY tiff HAS 8£ftN NK1'5Tl-Y UNR&MA!?J<Aete, txa:PT fOf< A fi5l.(J
YM.1<5 A60, WHE!/11 I HAO TH/3
~a= RJ&aY EXECUTINS
MY W!Fe AN!?HBR. t(}l.lfR.

\

' The Daily Eastern News
will run your
..
' '
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
•The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
sell an rtems or items (max. of 3 rtems). All items must be priced .
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

LENTINES DAY WILL BE HERE BEFORE YOU KNOW IT!

BE P-REPARED!
The Daily Eastern News Valentines Day Personal

Under Classification of: _ __ _ Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ __ Compositor_ _ __

Friday, anuary 25, 1991
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Brett ,not blue
Hull sets sights on elite 50-50 milestone
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Brett Hull
needs two goals in the next two
games to join an elite 50-50
club, and his St. Louis Blues
teammates are ready to help.
"We'll try to get the puck to
him as much as we can," left
wing Geoff Courtnall said. "Of
course, the way he can score
you 're always trying to get it to
him anyway."
Hull is trying to become only
the fifth player in NHL history
to get 50 goals in 50 games,
joining Wayne Gretzky, Mario
Lemieux, Mike Bossy and
Maurice Richard.
It'll be up to the Detroit Red
Wings to try to stop him, with
games on Friday at Detroit and
Saturday in St. Louis - but stopping him won't be easy since
Hull has three goals and five
assists in four games against
Detroit.
"I don't want to jinx him in
any way, but I'd say it's money
in the bank," Blues defenseman
Jeff Brown said. "Whenever
there's a milestone within reach,
he seems to come through. He'll
probably get them both on
Friday."
Hull's also confident, if a
little starry-eyed.
He scored 72 goals last season, a record for a right wing,
but the 50-50 feat is one of the
few accomplishments to elude

his famous father, Hall of Farner
Bobby Hull.
"Just thinking about it, it can
be hard to get to sleep at night,"
Hull said. "It's a thrill. This is a
chance to join a club you only
dream of joining. I never, ever
thought I could do something
like this."
Hull is nursing a sprained left
ankle that kept him out of the
All-Star game last Saturday, but
he doesn't expect it to slow him
down.
Hull made the trip to Chicago
along with a trainer who administered daily treatments, and he
returned to action Tuesday with
two goals against Minnesota,
giving him 48 goals in 48
games.
"The ankle's definitely not
OK," said Hull, who was
injured when Washington's Joel
Quenneville fell on his leg Jan.
15. " It hurts. But it's not bad
enough to not be able to play."
Hull took Wednesday off but
was back on the ice for practice
on Thursday and "he was jumping," Blues coach Brian Sutter
said.
Sutter has been impressed
with the variety of ways Hull
can score. Hull came to the
Blues from Calgary just before
the 1988 playoffs with a slap
shot and not much else. This
season, though, he's been every

bit as dangerous· with his wrist
shot and deflections.
"It seems like about twothirds of his goals are scored
with him finding a hole," Sutter
said. "He's had some dandies."
Hull is so polished a scorer
that it doesn't matter who's on
the ice with him. Adam Oates
has assisted on 17 of Hull's
goals, but he's only one of 15
players with at least a small part
in the 50-50 quest.
"They've tried everybody
with him and it doesn't matter,"
Brown said. "He always
scores."
Sutter compared Hull favorably with Bossy, who had nine
straight 50-goal seasons from
1979-86 and hit 50 in exactly 50
games in 1981.
"I used to play against Mike
Bossy all the time and Hully is
the closest thing to Bossy I've
seen," Sutter said. "You knew
he was there, and you tried to
shut him down to two or three
chances but he was ready for
them."
Now, Hull just needs a few
more good chances. He's warming to the task, as evidenced by
his eight shots on goal against
Minnesota.
"I'm this close, it'd be foolish
to say it's not important," Hull
said. "This is pretty special."

Swim teams gear for weekend action
By DON FISHER
Staff writer

Eastern's men's and women's
swim teams are gearing up to
battle Principia University at
Lantz pool on Friday, and
Western Illinois University at
Macomb on Saturday. Friday's
contest will begin at 7:30 p.m.
and Saturday's will start at 1
p.m.
Eastern head coach Ray
Padovan is anticipating a close
meet for both the men's and
women's teams against Principia
because of small numbers in
their lineup.
"The men's meet (against
Principia) ought to be fairly
close," Padovan said.
"They might be a little more
balanced than us. But if we
swim relatively well, we could
have a close meet."
Along the same lines. Padovan said that he feels that the
Lady Panthers shouldn't have
any trouble with Principia's

FREE

women's team because Eastern
has more depth in each event
and has betters sprinters.
"They've (Principia) got
some good individuals in key
events, but from an overall
standpoint, they shouldn't cause
a lot of problems," Padovan
said.
"We're very similiar to them
as far as their top people, but
we're so much deeper in all of
the events than they are."
The contest against Western
on Saturday will be quite a different story. Their team isn't
larger than Eastern 's, but they
have more money and everyone
in their lineup is on scholarship.
"The 've got more talent than
us all the way across the board.
When you start looking at first
and second places, they're just a
good solid team," Padovan said.
"They're better than us and we
really can't hope to confront
them."
Eastern will plan to swim
long events (200-yard races and

long relays) on Friday and short
events on Saturday ( 100-yard
races and short relays) so the)!'
will be swimming all of the
events that they need to cover.
Padovan also added that his
swimmers are physically tired,
but that it's not a real concern at
this point.
"I've seen it for too many
years for me to get worried
about it. We're locked in to what
we have to do for this season,"
Padovan said.
"We've got another week and
a half of some significant training left and slowly the training
will shift around to more rest
and high-speed work."
After Eastern battles the
University of Illinois at Chicago
on Feb. 2, they will start the
beginning of their taper (a
decrease in yardage at practices)
and will then fix their eyes on
the Indianapolis Invitational on
Feb. 21-23.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

llAVlll: A MRTY? .••-GIVE Ill Z4
W&1.L MAKI. YOUA Z,4.•6IOOl'SU8 (
•voua MOM WANTS you TO • • AT .llMMY
Copyright 1983 J.J. Inc. ®
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ALL
SEATS

$1.50
~~
~.

Little

Lady .
IPGI
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 AND 9:10
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00P.M.
SUN. TO THURS. NITE 7:00

IYIN...ct=5
WITIJ

-u-0~
starring
KEVIN
COSTNER

'Kindsrgarten

COP~

FRI/SAT NITE 5:00, 7:15, 9:25
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 AND 7:15

Every Student ia Eligible for Some lJpe of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• Many scholarships are given to students baaed on their mcademlc int.,.ats.
c.reer plans. family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money enlleble for students who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers. . . etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
1·800·542·5174
ANYTIME

···-

FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 7:00, 9:15

SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00P.M .. SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45
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lers brace for No. 8 Northern Iowa healthy I kind of stuck my foot in
my mouth," McCausland said,
referring to last weekend's meet in
which Tom Hugunin and John
Hilkey were unable to wrestle. "We
have no major injuries other than
nagging ones."
An injury-free lineup will be
necessary for the Panthers if they
hope to compete with these two
teams. Northern Iowa comes into
the meet with an 8-5 record and are
ranked eighth nationally, while
Illinois State comes in with a 4-2
mark.
Although McCausland knows
little about his opponents, he does

team gets set
of the season
ois State and
Northern Iowa
r a 2 p.m. triho have strugagain hoping
up will bring
team. Eastern
usland is caufbat his team is

know that it will be a difficult meet.
"They are always tough (Northern Iowa)," McCausland said.
"Once that whistle blows they
come right at you."
In one of the toughest divisions,
Eastern's Tom Carroll (11-4) will
be matched up against Greg
Gardner ( 18-7) of Illinois State and
Rich Powers (27-2) of UNI, in the
177-pound weight class.
David Marlow will also have
his hands full as he will be
wrestling Kevin Bracken (11-3)
of ISU and Steve Hartle (24-7-2)
of UNI.
In preparing for a top-notch team

like Northern Iowa, McCausland
believes that it is important to keep
the intensity up. "We basically try
to wrestle the same way no matter
who we wrestle, but we need to
establish a higher level of intensity
against Northern," McCausland
said.
In other matches, Ray Serbick
(25-11 ), who leads Eastern in victories, will go up against Sam Galvin
of ISU and Scott Hassel (22-10-1)
of UNI and Eastern 's Mike
Wheatley (12-8) will wrestle Andy
Gardner (I 0-9) of ISU and Mark
Pustelnik (23-9-1) of UNI at 126
pounds.

Darid Marlow

Bills, Giants try to concentrate on game
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TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - To Marv Levy,
Sunday's Super Bowl is "the biggest game in
my 40 years of coaching."
To Bill Parcells, it's simply an important
end to 27 weeks of meetings, practice and
games.
That's easy enough to understand.
None of Levy's Buffalo Bills have been
this far, although Levy was an assistant on
George Allen's 1972 Washington Redskins.
Parcells' New York Giants have 22 players
and nine coaches with at least one Super
Bowl behind them.
So far, the 62-year-old Levy has made the
biggest faux pas, becoming on Tuesday the
first coach in 25 years of Super Bowls to
miss a media session.
The result: a reprimand from NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue with the threat of a
fine or other action after the game.
Levy's excuse: He was behind on the game

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) - Raghib
"Rocket" Ismail, Notre Dame's talented
~ruS\~ ttnd-treJllifn SP.6Cltalist1 .said.
today he would give up his final year of
college football to enter the NFL draft.
"This decision isn't one that happened
overnight," Ismail said.
Ismail had said repeatedly during the
1990 season that he would return for his
final season. But he said the death of teammate Chris Zorich 's mother made him
rethink his decision.
"It made me feel that I wanted to do

• From page 12A
been good, but they are a team that can present some problems," he said. "They run a
motion game and keep the court spread. We
just have to play like we have been lately."
Eastern is led by four players averaging
in double figures, including senior point
guard Gerald Jones, who collects 14.1 per
game.
"This is another big game for us," Jones

PLUS TAX
WHERE APPLICABLE.
Pan! thru 3/10/91.
-No coupon necessary
• Mushroom • Pepperoni •
• Ham • Ground Beef •Onion

said. "Everybody at the top (of the conference) has one loss, so every game is big. I
hope the two home victories are what we
needed. Everybody is playing well now."
Junior forward Barry Johnson, coming off
of a 26-point effort against Cleveland State, is
leading the Panthers with a 14.7 average.
Guard Steve Rowe nets 12.4 per game and
Dave Olson chips in 10.9 a contest. He also
leads the conference in 3-point shooting and
is 11th in the nation with a 53 percent mark

from beyond the arc.
"I've always liked Jones at the point,"
Drew said. "He seems to have his best games
against us. Barry Johnson is a great athlete
who can run, jump and shoot, and Olson is
one of the best shooters in the conference. I
think Eastern will be a very good basketball
team down the stretch."
Eastern continues conference action
Monday when they visit the Flames of
Illinois-Chicago.
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during the offseason to finish the 30 credits
he needs to graduate.
In a prepared statement. Holtz said
Ismail will be an asset to any team that
drafts him.
"We thank Rocket for the contribution
he has made to the University of Notre
Dame, both on the field and off," Holtz
said. "He has been a pleasure to coach. and
we certainly wish him well."
College players with remaining eligibility have until Feb. I to petition the NFL to
enter the spring draft.
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something for my mother and my family."
Ismail said.
t<Be said he was supported in.his decision
by coach Lou Holtz, his family, friends and
teammates.
"It just made me feel really great,"' he
said.
Ismail said the prospect of a lucrative
contract was only one factor that drew him
to the NFL.
"Money isn't everything. Money isn't
happiness," he said.
Ismail said he will return to Notre Dame

Panthers take

3 West Lincoln, Charleston
345-4743

ECT TOPPINGS

both teams have friends and family members.
That's not unprecedented - Super Bowls
were played during the Vietnam War, and
two years ago there were racial disturbances in Miami's Overtown neighborhood, within sight of the Cincinnati
Bengals' hotel.
Then there are the personal crises, which
have nothing to do with experience but can
be distracting nonetheless.
Buffalo's Bruce Smith, for example, discovered Wednesday night that his father had
been hospitalized the previous day in
Norfolk, Va., after what Smith described as
"a breathing attack."
His family tried to withhold the information.
"It takes away from my concentration;· the
NFL's Defensive Player of the Year said.
"With that and the war, it's a little hard to get
into things."

Rocket bolting for NFL draft, dollars

LITTLE CAESAR'S

AGE PIZZAS

plan and lost track of the time.
Was Super Bowl inexperience getting to
him? Will it get to his team Sunday, even
though the Bills are favored over the team
that won this game four years ago?
"We're putting it aside as a minor element," Levy said Thursday. "I tend to discount anything that will happen outside the
JOO-yard rectangle that we're playing in."
The Giants think the same way, particularly since there's only a one-week break
between the conference championship games
and the Super Bowl rather than the customary
two weeks.
Simply, that means the rookies - in this
case, the Bills - would have had more time to
get nervous, more time to get distracted by
questions, to be concerned about tickets and
hotel rooms for their families.
This year, there's the added distraction of
war in the Persian Gulf, where players on

I
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Lady· Panthers
pick up road
win over UNI

Road test
Panthers take two-ga
win streak to Valparai

By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

The Lady Panthers moved out
of the Gatew·ay Conference basement Thursday with a 68-61 victory against the Purple Panthers
of Northern Iowa at West Gym in
Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Eastern improved to 7-9 and 26. Northern Iowa dropped to 512, and 2-6. Eastern was led by
senior center Stacy Frierdich who
scored a game-high 21 points and
collected nine rebounds. Junior
forward Tracy Roller added 15
points and eight assists for the
Lady Panthers, and was joined in
double figures by senior forward
Bev Williams who netted 13.
Eastern led 33-23 at the intermission and never looked back.
The Purple Panthers did mount a
comeback in the second half,
however. Eastern led 57-45 with
7: 13 remaining. but Northern
Iowa went on a 13-5 run to make
it 62-58 with 1:59 left. With :15
left Purple Panther Linda Steiner
hit her third 3-pointer to make it
64-61, but Heather Youngman
made a breakaway layup to seal
the victory.
"I thought Heather played a
great game," Eastern coach Barb
Hilke said. "She was diving on
the floor, scrapping around, and
keeping our level of intensity up
on defense.
"Our defense allowed us to
stay in the game. We got the
shots offensively, that we wanted
to take, but w.e just didn't hit
them. I'm just pleased to get the
win. We needed it desperately.
We're on the road, so well take
it."
The Lady Panthers will continue their three-game roadtrip when
they invade Des Moines, Iowa,
Saturday to take on another
Gateway opponent, the Drake
Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs, 6-12 and 3-4,
are led by 5-10 senior forward
Jan Jensen, who was second in
the nation in scoring last week,
averaging 29.5 points per game.
Fellow senior guard Yvette
Maison also scores in double figures at 12 points per contest.
Hilke said that she realizes
Jensen will do her share of the
scoring, but the rest of the
Bulldogs concern her as well.
"Jensen is going to score from
all over the place, inside and
out," Hilke said. "But if you
worry too much about Jensen,
Maison will score on you. Drake
has played incredibly tough competition in pre-conference play
and it's paying off for them now."
Eastern (68)
B. Williams 6-13 1-2 13, Youngman 4-11 0-0
8, Frierdich 8-19 5-5 21 , Roller 5-12 3-4 15,
Mccaa 3-4 0-0 9 , Rogiers1-1 0-0 2,
Losenegger0-2 0-0 0. Totals:27-62 9-11 68.
Northern Iowa (61)
Mosley4-5 4-6 12, Kolstedt8-18 0-0 16,
Davis0-1 0-0 0, Robbins1 -3 0-0 2, Amrhein
2-5 0-0 4, Jameson 8-12 0-0 16,Amos 0-2
0-0 0 Mohr 1-1 0-0 2 Steiner 3-8 0-0 9,
LaFrentz 0-0 0-0 0 , Gronoski0-2 0-0 0.
Totals: 27-59 4-6 61 .
Halftime: Eastern 33, Northern Iowa 23, 3point goals, Eastern 5-6 (Mccaa 3-3 Roller
2-3), Northern Iowa 3-8 (Steiner) 3-7,
Rebounds: Eastern 36 (Friedrich 9),
Northern Iowa 34 (LaFrentz 6) , Assists:
Eastern 20 (Rolller 8) . Northern Iowa 18
(Jameson 7), Fouls : Eastern 10, Northern
Iowa 12, Attendance: 204

By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

KATHIE ROllER'T90NISta photographer
Eastern forward Barry Johnson slam dunks during practice Thursday
at Lant: Gym. The Panthers travel to Valparaiso, Ind., Saturday.

By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

After two years of chronic knee injuries,
Eastern junior center Jeff Mironcow's collegiate basketball career is over.
Mironcow, who averaged 11.5 points and 6.4
rebounds through 19 games last season before
he went down and missed the final seven
games with a ligament tear, is scheduled to
have reconstructive knee surgery Wednesday.
After corning back this season, he had arthroscopis surgery on the knee. The 6-foot-9-inch
Palatine native played briefly in two games this
season before having a second surgery.

There's no time better than the
present for Eastern 's basketball
team to gain its first road victory of
the season when the Panthers visit
Valparaiso, Ind., Saturday in a
Mid-Continent Conference contest.
Eastern, 7-7 and 3-2 in the conference, is fresh off two conference
victories at Lantz Gym against
Akron and league-leading
Cleveland State. But the Panthers
have not won a game away from
Lantz this season in six tries.
Valparaiso, 4-11 and 2-5, is a
young ball club that is looking for
consistency, head coach Homer
Drew said.
"We 're very young, but we have
great hopes," Drew said. "We have
nine freshman and sophomores.
but we have gotten better and better every game. We have to play a
consistent 40 minutes.
"Against Notre Dame we played
a good 35 minutes but fell apart,"
Drew said. "We, as coaches, have

Mironcow said that the pain from daily practice dictated that he should have the reconstructive surgery as soon as possible.
"I worked hard the past several months to
rehabilitate the knee, but decided after two
'scopes' this was the best course of action,"
Mironcow said. "The surgeon infonned me that
it would take abou~ a year to rehab from this
total reconstruction.
"Unfortunately, my college career would be
over by then," the redshirt junior said.
Eastern head coach Rick Samuels said that
the reconstruction was something to be concerned with entering this season.
"Jeff decided that two reconstructive knee

to have the patience of
the young kids."
Valparaiso's two confi
tories have come again
Chicago and Wiscons
Bay, who was withou
scorer Tony Bennett for
entire game. The Cru
in the league in both fie
centage and scoring,
61.5 points per game.
They are led by s
guard Tracy Gipson, wh
17.3 points per game,
fourth in the league. H
named to the Mid-Co
newcomer team during
man campaign.
··we have to work
Gipson," Eastern head
Samuels said. "They
some big kids that are
good players. But they
so we can't let them
fidence."
Samuels said that
. just need to keep doi
have been doing of late.
"Our half-court defi

surgeries had not corrected the
satisfaction," Samuels said. "We
ing into this season this was a
That he might have to have the
structed and therefore, might n
play anymore.
"Jeff said that the knee doesn
fortable and indicated that the
nificant," the 11th-year coach
Jeff's decision.
"We're disappointed for Jeff
end result. But certainly respect
and wish him the best of luck.
his contribution to our basketball
the university."

Henrielly to quarterback at Indiana
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

Five months later, Eastern 's
loss is Indiana State's gain.
Kip Hennelly, who left Eastern
last fall and transferred to the
College of DuPage, has decided
to attend Indiana State next fall.
"I want to go on and play quarterback:· said Hennelly, who
originally came to Eastern two
years ago as a signal caller.
"They 're definitely going to give
me a chance to compete for the
job - <l fair chance. That's all I
want. that's all I expect."
Hennelly, who resides in
Woodridge, came to Eastern in
the fall of 1989 but redshirted his
freshman year after being named
the Chicago Sun-Times Male
Athlete of the Year as quarterback
at Downers Grove South High
School
Aftei the graduation of quarterback Eric Arnold, who led the
Panthers to a berth in the Division
I-AA playoffs in 1989, Rennell)
wa s m a battle with incoming
freshman Jeff Thorne for the

starting job last fall.
But during the first week of
school, Hennelly left Eastern for
COD, a junior college, because of
what he called an "uneasy feeling" that he would start for the
Panthers last fall.
Hennelly, though, ended up
playing in the defensive backfield
at safety the entire season at
COD, a position that Eastern
coaches told him he could play at
as a Panthers if Thorne earned the
starting nod.
Now, though, the Panthers may
face Hennelly as a Sycamore next
year if he beats out Bill Stites,
who started last fall at Indiana
State. The Sycamores compete
with the Panthers in the Gateway
Conference.
"They told me that if they were
fully satisfied with him (Stites),
they wouldn't be looking for a
junior college quarterback,"
Hennelly said. "But they're comfortable with him. and it ·s my job
to win the position."
Hennelly joins the Sycamores
and former Eastern quarterback
great Sean Payton ( 1983-86), who

joined Indiana State's staff a year
ago.
"They started recruiting me at
the end of this season," Hennelly said. "I took a visit down
there at the end of this season
and was impressed with what I
saw in the coaching staff and the
campus and the kind of offense
that they run and· in what they
had to say."
Although Hennelly switched
from quarterback to safety last
fall, he said he did a decent job as
DuPage's last man. COD closed
the year at 9-3 as the state champion and competed in the Midwest Bowl.
"I thought it went well,"
Hennelly said. "The safety at the
College of DuPage in the type of
system that they have is just that a safety net. It's not a position
with a lot of impact.
"That was one thing that was
kind of strange, coming from
being a quarterback - probably
the most significant part of the
team - to being probably being
the least significant on the team.
But I think it went well. I kind of

it gave me their
But now. ifhe
starting job, he'll
smooth transiti
position he has R
life.
"It'll take so
Hennelly said. "I
ing out throwing
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favorite Tons
await LP release.
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Pair of students
make unique
political statement.
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concert, scheduled to commence with guest stars
Youth and opening act Social Distortion at 8 p.m., is
the early stops of Young's Ragged Glory tour, which
him with on-and-off companions Crazy Horse for
first tour together since "The World's Best Garage
tour in 1986.
"u"'" K:m Young is touring in support of the critically worRagged Glory, there can be no doubt Neil and the
will be pulling out a backlog of past classics to mesh
those of the present. Over the last 24 years, Young has
the masses with songs ranging from the mellowest of
to the most painfully honest and blatantly brutal.
it would be unfair to categorize Young's works.
his career, he has experimented with literally
and facet of rock music, however successful that
or~ not bi
Since his fil'st solo album in 1968~
::·
l:

Sonic Youth to add sparks as Young's opening act
•

LP

When Neil Young's Ragged Glory
tour was scheduled in late December,
Kurt Wallinger's World Party was scheduled as the opening act.
Not taking away from the talents of
Wallinger, this booking raised the possibility of a more mellow musical presentation on Young's part than is found on
his latest, feedback-laden album recorded with Crazy Horse.
All doubts were happily erased, however, when New York alternative giants
Sonic Yciuth were signed to the tour.
A writer for a respected national
music magazine once wrote an expose
that insisted that Sonic Youth came
from another planet and had become
unstuck in time, to boot.
Regardless of where they came from,
Sonic Youth brought plenty of guitars.
Led by model American husbandwif e team Thurston Moore and Kim
Gordon, Sonic Youth last was heard

from on Dec. 29, 1990, when they
paired for Public Enemy during the now
infamous Aragon Ballroom show.
Sonic Youth is touring in support of
Goo, its debut album with DGC
Records. After several years of forging
molten melodies with Blast First
Records- culminating with 1988's masterful Daydream Nation - the band
moved onto the greener pastures of
major-label land.
A number of critics cried sell-out
when Goo was released and had a hard
time dealing with Sonic Youth album
tracks that actually were structured like
songs.
On the other hand, when you're as
far out as this quartet (see 1988's spoof
effort, The Whitey Album , recorded
under the moniker of Ciccone Youth), a
slight move toward the mainstream isn't
really that bad.
- By David Lindquist

Q)

Ain't got no speakers;
Ain't got no headphones;
Ain't got no records to play.
- "Life During Wartime"
Talking Heads

.c
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Diversions. Good things to have during troubled times.
On Friday evening, Central Illinois will host a
number of rock and roll extravaganzas. It is our
hearty opinion that you , as a red-blooded
American still possessing the right to go where
you like and do what you please when you get
there, should attend one of many shows in the
offing.
If one is interested in catching a rock legend
at his ragged, glorious peak and the alternative
music's white-noise warriors on the same bill, he
or she will trek two hours to Normal, where tickets are still available for the Neil Young-Sonic
Youth concert Friday night at Redbird Arena.
If one's tastes are both eclectic and economical, he or she will attend the reasonably priced,
six-band MDA benefit show to be held at
Champaign's Blind Pig Co. But remember, the
entertainment is guaranteed to be a whole lot
bigger than the Blind Pig's main floor. So go
early.
And if one still possesses a live-music appetite
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IPJBANDS
E.L. Krackers
1405 Fourth St.
"3 :59 Club" - Free food buffet 3 :59-7 p.m.
Cover $2 after 10 p .m.
D.J . & Dancing
Thirsty's
508 E. Monroe
D.J. & Dancing
Cover $1
Ted's
102 N. Sixth St.
"LATEM"
9:30 p.m.
Cover $1 w/coupon until 10 p.m.-$2 after 10 p .m.
Friend's
509 Van Buren Ave.
"They Came in Droves"
Cover $2

Dear editor:
After perusing your Top Ten
of 1990 issue of the Verge, I
was sorely disappointed to find
that the film Jacob's Ladder
was not included as one of the
year's best. Personally, I saw the
film over Christmas break and
was so compelled and intrigued
that I saw it three more times.
Each time I returned, I would
drag another friend along to
view this masterwork of cinematic ideals. The common complaint heard as the credits rolled
at the film's conclusion was my
whiny-voiced companion saying,
"I didn't understand it." - , ,. ,
-

SATURDAY

-.BANDS
E.L. Krackers
1405 Fourth St.
D.J. and Dancing
Cover $2

Thirsty's
508 E. Monroe
D.J. and dancing
Cover $1

but rio vehicle,

Charleston boasts no
six shows to attend this weekend. You s
find one to your liking.
Locally honed speed metal will be pr
LATEM Friday at Ted's. Also on Fri
unknown entity billed as They Came in
will perform at friends.
Those looking for adventure Saturday
ness either Blanche Talley at Ted's or
Dogs at Friend's .
In addition, Grateful Dead fans sho
Saturday's performance by Perfunct
Band at Roe 's . Uptowner favorites
whoopt also will return to Charleston's
square Saturday.
Finally, remembering that truth is al
first casualty of war, Horseshoes a
Grenades will not appear this week be
and Dave have spent the past seven
debriefed at the Pentagon.
Armageddon days are here again.

I couldn't believe it! The final
descent of a man's sould into
hell is so hard to understand?
The last thoughts of a dying
man's brain is such a hard concept to grasp? Alas, I fear that
my "movie buddies" are merely
representative of the general
public who attempted to see this
movie - which would explain its
box~ffice shortcomings.
As a film-going public, we
have been pampered so long
with flicks that treat us like
eighth grade dropouts that to
actually have to think about
what the movie is about is such
hard work that no one (I guess)

Friend's
509 Van Buren Ave..
"lbey Came in Droves"
Cover $2
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STAFF

Roe's
410 Sixth St.
-"Perfunctory This Band"
'9:30p.m.
Cover $2
Ted's
102 N Sixth St.
"Blanche Talley"
9:30p.m:
Cover $1 w/coupon before 10 p.m. - $2 after 19 p.m.

Uptowner & Cellar
623 Monroe Ave..

War is over
if you want it.

"Stumpwhoopt"

9p.m.
No cover
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TIE DYE PARTY·
Show off your .
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"Dead~Look"
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enjoy

The Men of
Sigma Chi
Are Proud to Announ
'

The band "PERFUNCTORY"

Grateful Dead Tunes (9 pm)
Friday & Saturday Specials
Super Drafts, Whiskey,
Amaretto, Vodka, &
Rum Sours
New Shooter Bar Open

$125

$1 Shots & Shooters

Tracy
Richerson A <I>
As their 1991-92
Sweetheart!
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-ow' ptihk' Vetel-an~·- p~epare for long-play
for Charleston's favorite purveyors
that a London record company is
of the band's first album.
or 16 Tons is that the Persian Gulf
ible European tour to support the
band with songs titled "Breakaway
Driving" would be afraid of a little
the skyways.
frontman and soccer official Ed
t gas prices overseas are perched at
things will likely get worse before
would make touring Europe in a van
ell said.
1 tour likely out the window, 16
· g close to home for the next few
t, the Tans will be in Champaign to
benefit show for the Muscular
tion. The Blind Pig Co., 6 Taylor
9 p.m. benefit.
ost unique feature is that the six
arming 20-minute sets of another
~nd

ed a "strange" evening of entertainPig Co. owner Chris Knight said the
e Great Cover-Up," will fall nothing
resently consisting of Schell, guitarists
Todd Wade, bassist Tony Jones and
Uy - will be playing selections originalreedence Clearwater Revival.
we couldn't do Naked Raygun,"
erence to 16 Tons' most evident influse Creedence Clearwater Revival
s are structured similar to ours. And
the
,, songs slow enough (for the audi~

appropriate time to don some bellorm "Fortunate Son," eh?
ell says his prevalent opinion on the
"it's the best spectator sport on TV

SJ. XT .E EN

today."
Joining Friday night's friendly battle are fellow
fledgling East Central Illinois acts Didjits, Poster
Children, Ward, Hot Glue Gun and Honcho Overload.
The always mischievous Didjits will be paying
homage to Ted Nugent during their set. The Didjits
recently returned from Europe and may have their
third album (following Hey Judester and Hornet
Pinata) in stores by late-March.
An attentive viewer of MTV's 120 Minutes during
Christmas Break likely caught about a minute of the
Didjits' "Captain Ahab" video from Hornet.
Schell said that most of that video was filmed in
Chicago's Cubby Bear Lounge. Unfortunately, like
seven other clips the Didjits prepared for televised
broadcast, MTV won't play "Captain Ahab" because
of a few pesky expletives.
An uncensored Didjits' performance can be guaranteed Friday.
Oddly enough, the Poster Children, the Corn Belt's
answer to Sonic Youth, will be performing songs
Friday originally recorded by the Didjits.
The Poster Children, which have shared a handful
of Charleston bills with 16 Tons, have a mid-February
release date for a Twin/fone pressing of their Daisy
Chain Reaction album.
'Their incredible live shows always win me ·aver,"
Schell said of the Poster Children.
Rounding out Friday's show will be Hot Glue Gun
rewiring some old Deva works, Ward making sloppy
seconds of Blondie tunes and Honcho Overload sowing some R.E.M. faves.
Next on the Tons' itinerary will be an overdue
Charleston homecoming show tentatively scheduled

for Feb. 8 at Roe's Tavern, where a relatively new
Champaign band called Thumper will serve as the
evening's undercard.
"We're really looking forward to that show," Schell
said.
Meanwhile, 16 Tons will anxiously await the release
of Headshot, a full-fledged, 14-song album to be
released in the spring by Abstract Records in London.
The Digital Audio Tape master for the album and a
freshly signed contract were sent overseas Monday,
and Schell said the finished product may return to the
heartland in two months.
Two concerns, however, are the rising costs of vinyl
(a petroleum product) and the search for an American
distributor.
"The Gulf situation is affecting some things in
strange ways," Schell said of the economic backlash
being felt across Europe. On the bright side,
Headshot also will be available on compact disc, actually cheaper to produce than vinyl.
As for avoiding the "jacked-up" prices encountered
when foreign-pressed albums are imported to the
United States, Schell said he is optimistic that a stateside distributor can be found for Headshot.
"This is the first fully American album that Abstract
has done, " Schell said of the independent label that
also has pressed EPs for New Model Army and Tar.
Schell said some of Headshot's featured tracks are
"Breakaway Head," "Drug Driving," "Bricklayer" and
a re-mixed version of "Lauren."
The album was recorded during the "Sammy (Davis
Jr.) Death Watch Weekend," according to Schell, at
Chicago's Basement studios.
The band produced the album, which was engineered by "a Polish electrician. "
A 12-inch European version of a 7-inch 16 Tons'
single originally rel~ased in the United States caught
the attention of Abstratt,-Schell said,. - "At first, we were just playing for fun," Schell said.
"Then it was really great to do the 7-inch (which
included "Lauren," "Simple Country Folk," "What's
Wrong with this Picture?" and "Deserved Justice").
"Then we were getting letters from around the
world on the 12-inch. Hopefully, Headshot will give us
the ability to record more stuff."

Neil Young

s. You tell me.

dogs to -wander onto scene
Dogs, and a few of
pies" squeezed into
living room ready to
Rhinelander beer,
their "live young, die
phy.
will make its public
Saturday evening at
Co., 509 Van Buren,
Disco Zombies. The
also play Wednesday
Ted's Warehouse, 102
singer Lee Harvey
, formerly of Gag,
their music as a combirock, punk and funk.
like "I want you so

close I can taste the wax in your
ear," lead guitarist T.J. "Dr.
Odomse" Thompson says the
band has "an out of hand, crazy,
and gosh darn nuts" stage presence.
Fossil Dogs consists of
Osmond, Thompson, rhythm
guitarist Pete "The Beast Master"
Taylor, bassist Mike "Kid Ep"
Manginni, skinsman Matt "Giff"
Gifford, and bassist Fred Garvin.
Patrons at Saturday's gig
might be a little surprised by the
band's spontaneity on stage. At
their first gig, a private party, the
band members wore costumes.
"I hate boring bands," said
Osmond. "It's one of my pet
peeves when a band always does
the same thing."
It was with this attitude that
Osmond and Thompson got

together with a bunch of friends
to form Fossil Dogs last
September.
With musical influences ranging from Happy Kyne and The
Mirthmakers to Elvis, Thompson
says another major influence is
"any Wisconsin cheap beer."
Like a lot of new bands, Fossil
Dogs isn't without their problems. The band · has gone
through various changes in band
members: "We experimented
with an accordian and a trumpet
player," Osmond said, "but the
trumpet player didn't work out."
Where does this Charleston
band see itself in a year?
"It's impossible to predict the
future of the band," said
Thompson. "I don 't know,
maybe world domination or just
getting jobs in brewerys."

•From page 3B
Neil Young has experimented
with virtually every rock and roll
guise.
His self-titled debut album, a
slight excursion into country, is a
path to which Young would
return. Later albums such as
Harvest (1972), (which yielded
"Heart of Gold, " Young's first
Top-10 hit) Comes a Time
(1978) and Old Ways (1985) display Young's appreciation of
country flavor.
Although Young would frequently go back to his country
roots, ventures into other rock
formats have made Young probably one of the most enigmatic
musician/songwriter in history.
In the past, Young has dabbled
in such fields as punk (side two,
Rust Never Sleeps (1978)), rockabilly (Everybody's Rock in'
(1983)) big band (This Note's
for You (1988)) and even speed
metal (Eldorado, a limited, foursong EP released solely in New
Zealand in 1988).
Yet the highlights of Friday
night's concert in Normal are
most likely to be an acoustic, solo
Young interwoven with or separated from a bolstering bombardment of Crazy Horse-tinged fuzz
and slush, which is bluntly shO\Vcased on albums such as
Re*ac*tor (1982), Life (1986)
and last year's Ragged Glory. For
the masses, Young's most memorable on-stage performances have
been his acoustic anthems (such
as "My My, Hey Hey (Out of the
Blue)," "Comes a Time" and
"After The Gold Rush").
And in spite of recent rah-rah
ongoings in the Gulf, it might be
Young's rhetoric that motivates
the troops attending Friday
night's concert. Throughout
Young's career, he has been consistently outspoken regarding to

the controversies of the day.
In fact, one can come to the
conclusion that Young had a
major part in the first "political"
rock song. As a member of
Buffalo Springfield, Young and
co-writer Stephen Stills penned
"For What it's Worth. "
With its memorable chorus
"Stop, children/what's that
sound/everybody look what's
going down," "For What it 's
Worth" encouraged caution and
awareness of one's surroundings.
And if "For What it's Worth" isn't
rock's first political song, it no
doubt laid groundwork for future
statements in song, by Young as
well as the U2s and Midnight Oils
of present and future.
On ~ · albums, Neil has gotten his digs in on the drug scene
(Tonight's the Night, (1975)
"The Needle and the Damage
Done" from Harvest and "No
More" off of 1989's Freedom,
to name a few),' the automotive
industry (Re*ac*tor), domestic life
and commercial sponsorship
(This Note's For You (1988)),
technology (Trans (1982)) and
the environment ("After the Gold
Rush" from the album of the
same title).
In addition to the "message
music," Young, along with Willie
Nelson, conceived the Farm Aid
charity concerts, and with his
wife, Pegi, created the Bridge
School, which aids children with
cerebral palsy (two of Neil's children have the disease).
With a history of versatility in
his music and direct and often
brooding social commentary in
his lyrics, Neil Young is no doubt
the elder statesman of rock and
roll. Friday evening's show at the
Redbird Arena will be an education to the unfamiliar, and a testament of rock and rail's staying
power to those in the know.
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Red Hot a lukewarm offering
By TIIOM RAKFS1RAW

While most of the world
watches the ol' red, white and
blue go off to war, a pop compilation of Cole Porter songs titled
Red Hot + Blue has been
released to benefit AIDS research
and relief.
Musicians aiding the cause
include U2, Fine Young
Cannibals, Sinead O'Connor,
Erasure , and Iggy Pop with
Debbie Harry. The album also
contains many "alternative"
musicians such as Annie Lennox
(Eurythmics), Kirsty Maccoll with
the Pogues and David Byrne.
The compilation has extreme
high points, but also falters on
several occasions.
The good news first: The cuts
from O'Connor, Harry with Pop
and, surprisingly, The Thompson
Twins are the cream of this crop.
Most of the solo female
singers try to recreate the big
band sound with a whispy, delicate sound. But only O'Connor

Stockade Burger, Fries &

$2

Every Sun
from5:00p.

to close.

801 W. Lincoln
Charleston

SIRl.IJIN
O_Sirlllill,___

succeeds.
Harry, of Blondie fame, teams
up with Pop to create a comedic
performance of "Well, Did You
Evah!" which pokes fun at the
rich and everything too gaudy to
stomach.
The Thompson Twins turn
out an excellent dance track titled
"Who wants to be a Millionaire?"
This track is the standout among
dance/techno offerings from
artists like Erasure and Lisa
Stansfield.
The bad news on the compilation comes from Neneh Cherry,
whose fame came from the
"Buffalo Stance." Her attempt to
produce another dance hit on
this album is beyond reproach.

Cole Porter
The album is put together to is full of facts about the spread of
benefit AIDS research and relief the disease and what can be
and her track is titled "I've Got done to avoid the Human
You Under My Skin." The lyrics Imunodeficency Virus (HIV).
explain a love, but the title alone
The other booklet contains
some history on Cole Porter's
is in bad taste.
The Fine Young Cannibals' life, explaining that Porter was
track, "Love for Sale" is rather gay and that his "work celebrates
dull, not helped by the fact that the power of love ... "
I have to disagree with the
muddy mixing buries Roland
Gift's lyrics somewhere in the pulpit-preaching packaged with
this album. Most people want to
background.
The album comes with two hear the artists, not a lecture.
different booklets: one describing
Nevertheless, the album is
what AIDS is and isn't, the other worth buying because it gives the
containing information about artists a chance to show other
Porter himself.
sides to their talent through some
The AIDS information booklet timeless, powerful songs.

Posies evoke Badfinger tnetnories·
By JAMES D. GRZENIA

'-~"'

The Posies Dear 23 is not an
album for lovers of heavy metal.
It is a gentle, sweet, sometimes
biting, always moving record.
This DGC release marks the
Seattle band's major label debut,
and to my ears it is not a disappointment.
I would like to say the Posies
are "pop." But does anybody
really use that term anymore for
anything that doesn't sound like
Madonna music? For lack of a
better term, the Posies could be
termed a folk-rock band, but
that's not right either.
The Posies have taken
Badfinger's sense of melody in
songwriting and crystalline acoustics, in addition to fuzzed and
clean-ringing electric guitars.
The Posies' vocal approach is
a combination of the Hollies, the
Byrds, and - predating these two
bands - a bit of the Searchers.
The words the Posies choose
The boys from Seattle have · suit the songs. There is no reathe quirky tendency to sing with son every album or song a band
a slight English accent, which is releases has to make a statement
most pronounced on "My Big about the world in which we live.
Mouth," a song that could fit The Posies perform songs and
nicely on any Badfinger album sing with the right amount of
without seeming out of place.
emotion and passion, creating
The songs are all fairly straight timeless sonic images rather than
forward. And unlike similar offer- anthems to rally around.
ings from other bands along the
The song "Mrs. Green"
same lines, the Posies songs evokes pity for a woman the
thankfully are not lost in a wash world has passed by as she sits
over production and studio tricks. alone pondering past mistakes.
While some have accused the
My favorite song on the album
band of being lyrically vague, it's is "Flood of Sunshine," an 8refreshing to hear a new act minute marathon that provide's
refrain from force-feeding the lis- the album's coda. The song
tener any moral lessons starts with an eerie calm, over(Attention the once-upon-a-time coming the listener before the
great, now increasingly self- first of several guitar solos cut in
important R.E.M.).
to shatter any impression of tran-
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l SMALL PIZZA & QUART OF
$5. 18 plus tax - 1 item thin c
l
(expires 2/28/91)

!

L---------------------------------------r---------------------------------------: LA~GE

!

PIZZ~- ~_ Q__ll_ART_Of_

$ 7. 95 plus tax.. ~ 1 item thin c

l

(expires 2/28/91)

L---------------------------------------r--------------------------------------: WEDNESDAY SPAGHETTI SP

!

$1.99 full ORDER - 4 'till 10 p

:

(expires 2/28/91)

L----------------------------------------

OPEN DAILY AT 4:00

•

1600 Lincoln Ave. 34~
·Not valid with any othe
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Restaurant

345-STIX

®

0

Stix~~;
~~

Stix now delivers pizza on Saturday &
-FRIDAYLunch 11-1 :30

Bean Soup & Corn Bread $2.
Dinner 4-8

quility.
The '70s fuzz-wah guitar solo
builds and builds over the same
four chords that comprise the
song, drops out twice, enters
again with renewed vengeance
and then drops out for good.
"Rood of Sunshine" seems to
be lifted directly from a similar
Badfinger
song
called
"Timeless." But instead of pirating "Timeless," I see it as the
Posies paying their respects ..
The Posies demonstrate with
this album an ability to effortlessly transport themselves and the
listener from one mood to another. Personally, this is the first
album I have bought in a long
time that I can listen to all the
way through without having to
zap any bad songs. I'm addicted.

Lasagna & Garlic Bread $2.2
Killian Red 20 oz. $1.90
Stoli & Mixer $1.50
-SATURDAY-

Ki//ian Red 20 oz. $1.90
Stoli & Mixer $1.50
-SUNDAYNine Ball tournament 2:00
Watch SUPERBOWL Sunday at
on the BIG Screen
Stix delivers pizza on weekends/
Large 1 ingredient pizza $6.95
Small 1 ingredient pizza $5. 75
Hot Dogs or Hamburgers Pickles and chips

$2.00 off any 16' 2 item Pi
FREE pooL

"A Splash of Class"

Wlraf&~

ll~lilltllf
Restaurant & Catering

WEEKEND BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
2 Eggs with Hash Browns & 1/2
order of Biscuits & Gravy with
Bacon or Sausage
Breakfast Served
Saturday 7-11 :30 am
and Sunday 7-2:00 pm.

7th and Madison
(one block North of the Square.iii
·,· ~....-.,,
CARL WALK/ Photo editor

345-7427

e of the national anthem at last weekend's National Hockey League all-star
Eastern students Mark Grimm and Brett Johnson to post this banner outside

Open 7 Days A Week

t.

nts tnake political statetnent
students Mark
Johnson, all
ring "The Star
ner" during the
ar game last
oon.
did it raise the
crowd in light
Gulf War, but it
iversity Court
m and Johnson

.
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guy singing."
This emotional outpouring
motivated Grimm and Johnson to post a banner from the
balcony of their apartment
building. The banner, which
reads "Drink 4 Peace ," is not
meant to offend.
"This is a symbol of our
patriotism," Grimm said. "By
no means are we making fun
of (war), because I'm supporting our boys over there."
Johnson agrees : "We ' re
trying to lighten up the mood,
because this is a very serious
subject. We're possible draftees. "
. ....,

' . "- ~ , , ,

-

,..

• 'F

~

~

"Now we know how the
porpoises felt over there at
the Exxon spill," Grimm
added.
Grimm said an attempt to
culturally diversify the banner
failed , but not because of the
banner' s space restrictions :
"We wanted to put the sign in
different languages , but we
couldn ' t spell ' gracias,' "
Grimm said . "We wanted to
thank all the troops that are
there. "
"Actually," Grimm added ,
"this is a ploy to get chicks. "
God bless 'em.

~

t to tell that_, sf5ec1al" ~soirieone

w much they mean to you?
m know by taking out a Valentine'~ Day personal In The Daily Eastern News.
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1\YS FUN AT THIRSTY'S

~
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I

LITE-BUD-BUD LIGHT
QUARTS-$2.25

CE£

By Invitation Only

Credit Through EIU Continuing Education

& COKE-SLOE GIN FIZZ-TOM COLLINS
TAIL FLY-WHISKEY SOUR-AMARETIO SOUR

"

Informal Rush Finale
Friday, Jan. 25 7:30 PM

ork with victims of sexual assault
Training begins February 3
ffice (348-5033), 1-5 p .m. Mon.-Fri.

SUPER DRAFTS
SUPER MIXERS
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Alpha Sigma Tau

seeks caring volunteers

IRSTY'S

i
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SEXUAL ASSAULT
OUNSELING SERVICE

=

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

It's ALL Happenin' at TED'S
LIVE! Friday

Saturday
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Heavy Metal Show
Songs by
Metallica,
Black Sabbath,
Megadeth, etc.
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Rock-N-Roll Show
from Danville
Songs by
Guns-N-Roses,
Aerosmith, etc.
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: Admission$1 (8-lOw/coupon): : Admission$1 (8-lOw/coupon):
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PANTHER BEACH NEW BULBS SPECIAL
18 Tans for $45
5 Tans for $15
1 Tan for $3
Offer expires Jan. 31, 1991

Visa
&
MC
Accepted

In University Village

In celebration of turning the big 3-0, Domino's p·
will deliver a medium pizza with your favorite top
for just 30¢, when you order a large Domino's Pi
the regular price. So hurry and get to a phone. just

----r--30

348-5812

12" PIZZA
We
Deliver
1 lAM-llPM
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"
Behind Rex & Dons Warehouse
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Day Phone 345-3334
Night Phone 345-5850·

5

PEPPERONI 1S
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II. 3~·

345-2466

Chicken Sandwich, Fries & Small Drink

$299
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.
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Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any othe.r offer.
Prices may vary Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Delivery areas hmrted to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized tor late deliveries.

Fridays only
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any medium pizza at
pnce. and get up to 3 m
toppings for 3oc
I
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.
I
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Valid at partq:>atmg stores only. Not valld with . .
may vary Customer pays sales tax where
limrted to ensure sale driving. Our drivers ca.,
Our drivers are rot penalized for late delivtries.
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WEEKDAYS
WTW0-2

Q)

WCIA-3

WAND-7

Morning

Morning

00

.c
fiff?
.....

America
Varied
Joan

Sally J.

Varied

Movie

c
0
CHARLESTON CABLE GUIDE
WTWO (NBC) ........... 2
WCIA(CBS) .............. 3
CNN .......................... 5
WAND(ABC) ............. 7
ESPN ... ..................... 8
USA ........ .................. 9
WGN ... ............. .. ... .. 10
TNT ......................... 11
WILL (PBS) ............ 12
LIFE ........................ 13

NICK ................... 16
MTV .................... 18
TNN .................... 19
TWC ................... 20
AMC ................... 22
WCCU (FOX) .... :.24
WTHI (CBS) ...... .. 25
WBAK (ABC) ..... .26
WICD (NBC) ....... 27
DISC ................... 28

WEIU ..................... 29
WTBS ... ..... ......... .. .30
C-SPAN ................. 32
A&E ....................... 33
PREMIUM
DISNEY .................. .4
SHOW .. ... .. .... .' ......... 6
HBO .......... :-: .......... 17
TMC ...................... 21

11:00
11 :30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30

AW
SB

WGN-10, 9

.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Night Court

News

News

SportsCenter

Night Court

Entertainment Tonight

Cosby Show

Skiing

Quantum Leap

Guns of Paradise

Full House

Dark Shadows

Connie Chung

New Kids
Aust. Open Tennis

Movie:

Wrote

Finish Line

Alfred Hitchcock

20/20

Hitchhiker

News

News
M•A•s•H

News

SpeedWeek

Love Conn.

SportsCenter

Current Affair

Love Connection (11 :OS)

Basketball

Hard Copy

Nightline (11 :35)

Daughters

Late Night

Murder, She

Ray Bradbury

Sons and

Dream of Jeannie

MacNeil Lehrer

E.N.G.

Night Court

Perteet Strangers
Midnight Caller

Tonight

Macgyver

Washington Week

LA.Law

Wall Street Week
Great Pertormances

Cheers

Rendezvous

Night Court

World Monitor

America's

Wild Things

Most Wanted
Movie: My Mother's Against the Law

Rap City Rhapsody

War Chronicles
Firepower

EIU Connection

Gun smoke

Timwatch

Roy Rogers Hour

Safari

GE Theatre

Secret Life
News

Disney

Swamp Thing
Miami Vice

Night Court

Being Served?

Ullman

Andy Griffith

Circle of Fear

Movie:Nine

Molly Dodd

Arsenio Hall

Hours to

Dr. Ruth

Movie

Rama

Day by Day

Movie

Caged in
Party Machine

Streets of San
Francisco

!1:~1 fi:.·:·: ;:~}: ·
ILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

Lawerence Welk

Movie (5:00)

Star Search

Coast to Coast

A Dangerous
Lime liters

Life

Hidden Video

Challenge

Haywire
Movie: I'll

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

ag earn
News
Sat. Night Live

ws

Be Seeing You

News

Current Affair

Super Bowl

Fratemtty

Movie

Amer. Gladiators

Lighthouses

Molly Dodd

Star Trek

French Fields

L.A. Law

Expose

Wrote

World of Sports

Movie:Little

Movie: The

Thrills/Spills

White Lies

Fulfillment of

Boxing

ray

Clive James

Davis Rules
News

News

Lifestyles

Magnum P.1.

Lifestyles

Comic Strip

Counterstrike

Int.Medicine

True Colors

Limits

Medicine

Pillker Lll\lis Canl Lose

Cont intent

McLau hlin

Nature

Physicians'

In Living Color

Nature of

Spirit ol Place

NFL Primetime

Making of a

Journal U

ate Get A Life

Masterpiece

Cardiology

Married ...

Movie: The

Who's Line

Theatre

Int. Medicine

Good Grief

Secret World ol

Foxy Lady

OB/Gyn. Update

Comic Strip

Reptiles

Hilary

Famil Practice

Live

ews

News

Survival!

BYU at Wyomin

30 Years/Wide

9:00
: 0
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Cops

3 Up, 2 Down
Ent. Tonita

Cops

Ullman

Replay (9:40)

Horses Leave

Monsters

Blackadder 3rd

Today's FBI

Computer Dream

Rich & Famous
Prescribing lnl.

McCloud

Comm. prog .

Alaska's Whales

Thin s

Film Cassie
Wings
Jaws-True to

Movie
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Now Playing
The Freshman

The Lemmon Sisters

COMING JANUARY 31
Die Hard 2

Navy Seals
Problem Child

Open 7 Days a Week 12pm-12am

Now Leasing

PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th)

ow scope
's beautiful essays fail to define
To do this, Loder wisely those performers virtually
included intriguing conversations ignored by the masses, yet still
with classic rockers from as far have made vital contributions to
back as the '60s (such as rock's progression. Through
Richards, Dylan, Bowie, The interviews with '60s progressive
Who), veteran pioneers of the artist Captain Beefheart (Don
'70s (Springsteen, ZZ Top, Van Vliet) and blues pioneer Ted
Talking Heads) and those making Hawkins, we see the influenc.es
~~in. ~ 89'~ :~~. Cyndi ,~
~)-fp~ n,iade on
I:.auper). Through these pas- more successful artists (Pere Ubu
sages, we see how these artists - and XTC took from Vliet, Robert
have dealt with success on~ Cray picked from Hawkins), as
ing. a major- own terms, behind their facades wel as the results of their lack of
Jack Daniels , and through con~ they've comn1ercial exposure (Vliet went
arcls are this made to "pop culture."
into seclusion in 1982 to concen's greatest fanFor the most part, Loder sue- trale on painting, ·Hawkins still .
tnealistic.
ceeds in knocking each "pop cul- struggling to achieve popularity
~ above-men- turist" off of his or her proverbial among the ma5ses).
, Loder has soapbox. Although Loder
· A lot of the best music in rock
Chain Puller," a encounters an overly righteous is not garnlshed with "More
_..ititv'I of articles
Mick Jagger wrapped up in his Than a Feeling" airplay, and in
ling Stone over public persona, David Bowie the two abowmentioned inter' in an attempt exposes an insecure Jagger when views, Loder shows how.
elJsiw term "pop Bowie recalls how he "rememAs a whole, "Bat Chain
ben!d (Japr) crying 'Am I going Puller" fails to prpliide an end-all
.to be saddled with the Rolling definition for p0p culture, but
Stones for the rest of m; life?'"
when evaluated by its individual
By remarkable contrast, we parts, the book succeeds in .
·-see fellow glimmer twin .Richards describing what has made ropPuller" covers a .. ("I'm a lazy son of a bitch, you tributors to the limp term "pop
likes of Bob · know;·~~ coping with the-. past ."'-culture" succeed in their teSpee- ·•Don Heartbeat while trying to reason with the tive conbibutions.
Loder's failure is no future. Equally honest is 8cMlie ("I
Maybe it's to our benefit
as each of the can't remember ... any of Loder can't define"~~-;"
gives insight to 1975"), the Pretenders' Chrissie because everything today is too
these musicians and Hynde and Tina Turner.
categorized and labeled to begin
n Connery, Mel
Equally important to "Bat with.
genre tick.
Chain Puller" are the accounts of
Labels really suck, by the way.

• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Laundry
·Dishwashers ·Balconies
• Microwaves

All Sizes StHl A vail_able For Fall
Call Anytime 348· l 4 79
For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F
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exhibition begins Friday

, who is strongly comsupportive of black
nally has interacted

with many of the photographers
whose work he has collected.
Over the years, Jones has
developed friendships with artists
such as Prentice H. Polk, James
Van der Zee, Roy De Carava,
David Driskell and others whose
photos will be presented in the
exhibition.
Some of the exhibition's more
popular pieces are Polk ' s
"George Washington Carver"
and photos of his wife and son;
Van der Zee ' s "Couple in
Raccoon Coats " and "The
Barefoot Prophet;" and Carava's
"Hallway."

.iA.Y, JANUARY 25, 1990...
.

·.·
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Jones became involved with
the medium during his teen years
in Bessemer, Ala . , where he
assisted a photographer who
recorded images of Alabama folk
and social events from the era.
As Jones' ideas and love for
collecting increased, photography
itself began to emerge in popularity. Rather than merely collecting photos, Jones tried to make
critical connections with the artwork. He wanted to understand
what these artists were trying to
achieve pictorially.
Thus began a lifetime career
for Jones.

.Yes!
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-*Contacts
*Glasses
or BOTH!
Same Day
Service

1--..:=-•····
In Most Cases

(CR-}9 lenses~

. ~ree

·· Free Lenses wit
Frame Purchase
Soft Contacts*
Buy a pair of colored or clear
CR-39 lemea ID our normal

soft contacts with exam and
get a pair of our standard
soft contacts free.

THROWAWAY
YOUR CONTACTS?
YES YOU CAN!
Ask about Disposable Contact
Lenses, the end of contact lens
drudgery.

Offers expire Sat. Feb. 9, '91

power range. Our standard
bli>caJa jul{ *25 IDOR.

Designer Frames
In-Stock
Choose famous names such
as Gucci, Tura, Carerra,
Nino Balli, Christian Dior,
Dianne Von Furstenburg,
Versailles, Walt Disney.
Sofia
Loren,
Garfield,
Safilo, BerDel. Swank,
Luxottica, Halston and
manv more.

904 E. Lincoln, Charleston, IL

345-5100
Cross County Mall, Mattoon
Eyes exJmined by a licensed optometrist.

235-1100
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Sale Dates:
January 22nd-25th
Store Hours:
Monday-Thursday

1versity Union Bookstore

B:OOam to B:OOpm
Friday 8:00am-5:00pm

Phone 581-5821

Lotus. 1-2-~+"1

.oo

An interactive graphical WYSIWYG environment to users of
native DOS as well
as Windows. Users
can build spreadsheets with either a
mouse or keyboard ·
commands.

ID requir;

• Full di~~-_,,
• Full Function
• Full Feature

limited Time Offer/

. 1-2-3 R2.2

. $99.00
For prospective users
in any size business
who need· a fully
functional, high
performance spreadsheet to run within
the640K DOS
environment.

FUNK
SOFT

The right way to print spreadsheets/

. $44.75
..

New Educational Pricing!

M.
ID required for purchase.

Free Sunglasses
With Every
Wordstar 6.0
or Easy Extra.

$199.00
l;lllMARTIN LUTHER Kiii
~UNIVERSITY UNION

Hurry, supplies are lim.itedl

Advanced Word Processing Software for MS-DOS.

@TDK.

of TDK 10-packs

cums
Safe Strip Surge Protector
Safe Spot SP-4
Low cost surge protection!

Curtis Clip CC-1
Positions copy perfecdyl

cessor1es

at.

MF2DDN 1().pack double sided
double density 3.s• diskettes .$12.99
The largest
magnetic
media
·m-an.ufacturer
MF2HDN 1().pack double sided high
in
the
worldi"
density 3.s• diskettes
$21.99
Free Transporter with purchase
3.5" DSDD Diskettes $1.20 each

SP-3 6 outlet surge protector

•

$29.95
$6.95

Free Water Bottle with every
3-M 5.25" 10-pack purchased.

3.5" DSDD 5-pack
Free SRW disk filer with a 5-pack
:
of double sided double density 3.5"
diskettes
$6.59 each

maxell.

Free Su

Thermal Can Wra
with Maxell 3 .5" DSDD 1().pa
Hurry, supplies are limi

3.5" DSDD 10-pack double sided
double density 3.5". diskettes $12.
5.25" HD 10-pack double sided high
density 5.25". diskettes
$14.

$6.95
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